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ABSTRACT
Chrysopelea paradisi, also known as the flying snake, possesses one of the most
unique forms of aerial locomotion found in nature, using its entire body as a dynamic
lifting surface without the use of wings or membranes. Unlike other airborne creatures,
this species lacks appendages to aid in controlling its flight trajectory and producing lift.
The snake exhibits exception gliding and maneuvering capabilities compared with other
species of gliders despite this lack of appendages. While gliding, C. paradisi morphs its
body by expanding its ribs, essentially doubling its width and utilizing its entire length as
a reconfigurable wing. Its cross-sectional shape transforms into a thick, airfoil shape
with a concave ventral surface, outwards protruding lips at the leading and trailing edges,
a somewhat triangular dorsal surface with a round apex, and fore-aft symmetry. This
study investigated the aerodynamic performance of this unique shape by simulating a
single, static segment of the snake's body over a wide range of Reynolds numbers (3,000
to 15,000) and angles of attack (-10 to 60o) to simulate the full range of the snake's flight
kinematics. This is the first study on an anatomically accurate snake model, and few
aerodynamic studies have been performed in this low Reynolds number regime.
Load cell measurements and time-resolved digital particle image velocimetry
(TRDPIV) were performed on a 2D anatomically accurate model to determine the lift and
drag coefficients, wake dynamics, and vortex shedding characteristics. This geometry
produced a maximum lift coefficient of 1.9 and maximum lift to drag ratio of 2.7, and
maintained increases in lift up to 35o. Overall, this geometry demonstrated robust
aerodynamic behavior by maintain significant lift production and near maximum lift to
drag ratios over a wide range of test parameters. These aerodynamic characteristics may
enable the flying snake to glide at steep angles and over a wide range of angles of attack,
often encountered in gliding trajectories. This geometry also produced larger maximum
lift coefficients than many other bluff bodies and airfoils in this low Reynolds number
regime.
This thesis is organized as follows. The first section contains a broad introduction
on gliding flight and C. paradisi's unique mode of gliding. The following section is a
manuscript that will be submitted to a journal and contains the experimental analysis on
the snake's cross-sectional shape. Several appendices attached to the end of this thesis
contain additional analysis and work performed throughout the duration of this project
and unique Matlab algorithms developed during this research.
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1. Introduction
C. paradisi, also known as the Paradise Tree Snake, possesses a unique mode of
flight that differs greatly from other gliding animals. Unlike other airborne animals, this
species does not possess appendages to control its flight path or produce lift. Instead, it
flattens its body into a cross-sectional shape similar to that of an airfoil. During flight,
the snake’s body undergoes a high amplitude undulatory motion that is not well
understood. While some preliminary research performed by Socha et al. has helped to
identify some of the basic physics of the snake’s flight pattern, the snake’s abilities to
glide and its unique mode of aerial locomotion is not well understood. The goal of this
research effort is to determine the aerodynamic forces produced by the flying snake and
understand the underlying fluid dynamics and physical mechanisms that gives the snake
its gliding and maneuvering capabilities.
While C. paradisi is referred to as the flying snake, this creature is not a true
flyer. What distinguishes gliders from flyers is the latter’s ability to produce thrust using
appendages, requiring a powerful and constrained stroke. Flyers have longer forearms
and strong shoulders. Most gliders possess some type of membrane/aerodynamic surface
to control their flight, are much less maneuverable than flyers, and use the same primary
mode of locomotion as their ancestors did, such as walking, climbing, and leaping [1]. It
has been hypothesized that animals began to climb trees or cliffs to avoid and escape
from predators and to nest, which lead to leaping between branches and trees. Through
natural selection, these species evolved into gliders [2]. While it is thought that gliding
evolved similarly in species to escape from predators, the specific gliding mechanisms
between different animals vary greatly. Certain basic gliding stages are present in many
gliding animals, including a jumping takeoff phase, followed by an initial ballistic dive,
and a shallowing glide equilibrium phase.
Gliders possess a wide range of morphological adaptations to produce
aerodynamic forces. The sugar glider and flying squirrel are both mammals that are
equipped with patagia, a skin membrane that extends between its limbs. These
appendages are outstretched to form control surfaces, which the sugar glider uses to
produce lift and maneuver [3, 4]. These animals can control the orientation, billowing,
and exposed area of its patagia by moving its limbs. The Draco lizard possesses patagial
membranes which it expands to create lifting surfaces [5]. The Draco lizard actively
controls its patagia using musculature, ligaments, and elongated thoracic ribs. This
animal is able to extend these membranes before flight and retract them after landing and
uses them as a controllable aerodynamic surface. The scales and musculature along the
patagia create a cambered surface, which increases lift production. The gekkonid genus
Ptychozoon, also known as the flying gecko, uses cutaneous flaps and webbed feet for
gliding. These flaps are passive patagia because the musculoskeletal system is not used
for support or control [6]. The main function of these flaps is to slow the animal during
flight to produce longer flight duration and decrease speed before landing. Flying tree
frogs possess enlarged webbed feet and skin flaps on their elbows and ankles, acting as
aerodynamic surfaces [7].
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Gliding is a very complex behavior that requires changes in limb position and
movements to modify wing-shape, resulting in changes in the aerodynamic forces that
allow gliders to control their glide trajectory [3]. While it is important for animals to
maximize the distance it can travel while flying, it must be able to control its glide
trajectory to safely reach its destination. These animals are able to turn and maneuver
through the air by creating asymmetry in aerodynamic forces across the axes of their
bodies, producing a force imbalance that allows them to change direction [3]. Two
different types of turns were observed in flying squirrel and flying tree frog flight,
including a rolling turn and a yaw/crabbing turn [3, 7]. A rolling turn is produced by
generating more lift on one patagium/surface than the other by tilting its body, creating a
radial component of lift that pulls the animal through the turn. The crabbing turn is
performed by slowing down one side of the body by increasing the drag on that side,
causing rotation about the yaw axis. Limb movements of the sugar glider were correlated
with body rotation suggesting these animals actively control their orientation during
flight [4]. Throughout flight, gliding animals experience perturbations and oscillations
which will decay if the animal is dynamically stable. Otherwise, these oscillations and
perturbations will grow in magnitude unless the animal actively moves to counteract
these oscillations [7]. While aerodynamic stability decreases the effect of perturbations
on the glide trajectory, it also opposes the active perturbations produced by the animal to
begin turns. As a result, increased aerodynamic stability decreases maneuverability. It
has been hypothesized that the first gliders were passively stable, and gradually evolved
to lose passive stability in exchange for active aerodynamic stabilization as the nervous
system developed, which would increase maneuverability [8]. The flying tree frog was
found to be slightly stable about the pitch and roll axis and slightly unstable about the
yaw axis [7]. In free fall, a flat tail gecko is able to utilize a cyclic rotation of its tail to
produce counter rotation, which can be used to for self-righting [9].
C. paradisi possesses the most dynamic flight pattern found in nature and does
not possess membranes or appendages to control its flight path or generate lift. The
snake’s flight trajectory consists of three phases: the launch phase, ballistic dive, and the
shallowing glide, none of which were observed to have an equilibrium phase [10]. After
propelling itself outward from a branch, the snake enters the ballistic dive where it falls at
a high gliding angle to build up its speed. During this phase, the snake reaches its
maximum gliding angle, termed the ballistic dive angle, while it coils its body up into an
‘S’ shape, possibly to increase the length of its body that is perpendicular to the airflow to
maximize the length of its lift-producing surface. The shallowing glide phase begins
when the glide angle starts to decrease, or shallow, and is characterized by a large
increase in horizontal speed and distance. During this phase, its head moves from side to
side, sending traveling waves down the length of its body. The minimum glide angle is
attained towards the end of the snake’s flight trajectory, and it has been observed to
produce glide ratios of over 4 [11]. Studies on the effects of body size on flight
performance show that the size of the snake’s body plays an important role in
determining flight performance [12]. When compared to larger snakes, smaller snakes
showed better gliding behavior by traveling further with faster shallowing trajectories and
smaller minimum glide angles and lower sinking speeds. The airspeed and minimum
glide angle both increased with increased length and mass of the snake; therefore, larger
snakes traveled at higher speeds at a larger angle measured from the horizontal.
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Unlike conventional gliders, the flying snake does not possess membranes or
appendages to produce lift or control its flight trajectory. Instead it morphs its crosssectional geometry and utilizes its entire body as a dynamic, reconfigurable wing. This
shape possesses a concave ventral surface, outwards protruding lips at the leading and
trailing edges, and a somewhat triangular dorsal surface with a round apex [13]. Due to
its relatively thick profile, this shape more closely resembles a bluff body with a
triangular or half-cylinder profile rather than a streamlined airfoil. Bluff bodies can
produce similar maximum lift coefficients compared to streamlined airfoils, but overall
display vastly different aerodynamic behavior characterized by vortex shedding, high
profile drag, and large fluctuations in the aerodynamic forces. Bluff body flows are
distinguished by the interaction of three shear layers: the boundary layer, a separating
free shear layer, and a wake [14]. The vortex formation process, as described in Gharib
et al. (1988), begins as the separated boundary layer rolls into a vortex and provides the
vortex core with circulation. The vortex grows in strength and size until it reaches a
saturation point, defined as the formation time, and can no longer accept additional
circulation, causing vortex 'pinch-off'. The vortex then separates from the boundary layer
and advects downstream [15]. Studies on rectangular cylinders [16], asymmetric bluff
bodies [17], and thick airfoils [18] have shown that geometry and angle of attack can
have a significant impact on the overall flow pattern, aerodynamic forces, and vortex
shedding characteristics. As the Reynolds increases, viscous stresses become less
significant in the wake as turbulent Reynolds stresses become increasingly important, but
viscous stresses can still dominate in the free shear layers which contain regions of high
strain [19].
Compared to other gliders, very little research has been performed on the flying
snake and its unique mode of aerial locomotion is not well understood. The goal of this
research was to determine the aerodynamic performance of the snake’s cross-sectional
geometry, and identify what role it plays in its glide. Load cell measurements and time
resolved digital particle image velocimetry (TRDPIV) was performed on 2D
anatomically accurate models to determine the lift and drag coefficients, wake dynamics,
and vortex shedding characteristics. A wide range of Reynolds and angles of attack were
tested to simulate the full range of the snake’s flight kinematics. We hypothesized that
the snake’s cross section maintains adequate lift production over a wide range of angles
of attack and Reynolds numbers, which allows for sufficient lift production throughout its
trajectory. Because the snake doesn't possess appendages or conventional aerodynamic
surfaces, it must utilize the morphological features of its body to produce aerodynamic
forces to counteract gravity through all phases of its flight. A previous study by Miklasz,
et al. (2010) was performed on models that were machined from hollow, cylindrical
aluminum tubing [13]. These models were a very crude approximation of the snake's
cross-sectional geometry, and the aerodynamic performance of its true shape is unknown.
This is the first experimental study to quantify the aerodynamic performance of
anatomically accurate snake models and the results of this research pave the foundations
for future studies on the flying snake. Understanding the snake’s ability to fly will enable
the development of novel micro aerial vehicles with increased stability and performance
with potentially many applications in the aerospace and defense industries.
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Abstract
Chrysopelea paradisi, also known as the flying snake, possesses the most
complex and unorthodox form of aerial locomotion found in nature. Unlike other
airborne animals, this species lacks appendages to aid in controlling its flight trajectory
and producing lift. Instead, it morphs its cross-sectional shape into a thick, symmetric
airfoil shape by expanding its ribs and flattening its body. This study investigated the
aerodynamic performance of this unique shape by simulating a single, static segment of
the snake's body over a wide range of Reynolds numbers and angles of attack to explore
the full range of the snake’s possible flight configurations. Load cell measurements and
time-resolved digital particle image velocimetry (TRDPIV) were performed on a 2D
anatomically accurate model to determine the lift and drag coefficients, wake dynamics,
and vortex shedding characteristics. This geometry produced a maximum lift coefficient
of 1.9 and maximum lift to drag ratio of 2.7, maintained increases in lift up to 35o, and
exhibited different vortex shedding mechanisms. Overall, this geometry demonstrated
robust aerodynamic behavior by maintaining significant lift production and near
maximum lift to drag ratios over a wide range of test parameters. These aerodynamic
characteristics may enable the flying snake to glide at steep angles and over a wide range
of angles of attack, often encountered within gliding trajectories. This is the first study
on the aerodynamics of flying snakes using anatomically accurate models and this
research provides the foundation for future interdisciplinary studies on the flying snakes
that bridge biology and engineering.
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2.1 Introduction
C. paradisi possesses a unique mode of flight that differs greatly from other
gliding animals. Despite its obvious lack of appendages, the flying snake exhibits
exceptional gliding and maneuvering capabilities compared with other species of gliders
[11]. Gliders possess a wide range of morphological adaptations, such as the patagial
membranes spread between the limbs of southern flying squirrels or outstretched between
the thoracic ribs of the Draco lizard [3, 5], which are used to produce aerodynamic forces
for maneuvering and actively controlling their flight trajectory. Unlike conventional
gliders, C. paradisi does not possess membranes or appendages to control its flight path
or generate lift. Instead, it morphs its body, doubling its width, and utilizes its entire
length as a reconfigurable wing. This unique cross-sectional shape possesses a concave
ventral surface, outwards protruding lips at the leading and trailing edges, a somewhat
triangular dorsal surface with a round apex, and fore-aft symmetry, shown in Figure 1
(b).

Figure 1. C. paradisi while gliding (a). Unique cross-sectional geometry (b) that acts as the
snake’s aerodynamic surface while gliding [13]. Cross-section of experimental model (c) used in
this study. The model was rapid prototyped from ABS plastic with a chord, d, of 25.4 mm.
Photographs (a) and (b) reproduced with permission from John J. Socha, Virginia Tech.

In addition to this unique morphological adaptation, the flying snake also
possesses the most dynamic flight pattern found in nature, suggesting that its
aerodynamic force production is a complex interaction between several physical
mechanisms [10]. The snake undergoes a three-dimensional motion, comprised of highamplitude waves traveling down the length of its body at a frequency of approximately 2
hertz. This motion produces side-to-side, fore-to-aft, and vertical body translation,
whereas the purpose of this motion is not completely understood. The snake covers a
5

wide range of glide angles while simultaneously accelerating up to 10 m/s. The snake’s
flight trajectory is composed of two phases: the ballistic dive phase during which it
glides at steep angles up to 62o from the horizontal while building up speed, and the
shallowing glide phase where it covers the greatest horizontal distance and attains its
minimum glide angle (as shallow as 13o has been observed) [11]. The snake organizes its
body into an ‘S’ posture during its dive phase, after which it undergoes the undulatory
motion and the posterior sections of the body drop below the anterior. While the
variation in local body angle of attack along the snake’s body is unknown, the snake has
been observed to modify its shape along the majority of its body, beginning from behind
its head to its vent. We hypothesize this cross-sectional shape is an important
characteristic of gliding flight in C. paradisi since it modifies its body over 70% of its
length, and the typical cylindrical geometry associated with snakes would not produce the
aerodynamic forces required for gliding.
The snake's cross-section possesses features similar to a triangular or halfcylinder profile and more closely resembles a bluff body rather than a streamlined airfoil
owing to its relatively thick profile. While bluff bodies can produce similar maximum
values of lift compared to conventional airfoils, overall they demonstrate considerably
different aerodynamic performance that is characterized by vortex shedding and
significant profile drag due to boundary layer separation. Bluff body flows are
distinguished by the interaction of three shear layers: the boundary layer, a separating
free shear layer, and a wake, which generates significant fluctuations in the aerodynamic
forces [14]. The vortex formation process begins as the separated boundary layer rolls
into a vortex and provides the vortex core with circulation. The vortex grows in strength
and size until it reaches a saturation point, defined as the formation time, and can no
longer accept additional circulation, causing vortex 'pinch-off'. The vortex then separates
from the boundary layer and advects downstream [20, 21]. Studies on rectangular
cylinders [16], asymmetric bluff bodies [17], and thick airfoils [18] have shown that
geometry and angle of attack can have a significant impact on the overall flow pattern,
aerodynamic forces, and vortex shedding characteristics. Few experimental aerodynamic
studies have been performed at the low Reynolds number regime, where the
aerodynamics of the flying snake reside (Re = 5,000-15,000).
Compared to other gliding animals, little research has been performed on C.
paradisi and its unique mode of aerial locomotion is not well understood. The overall
goal of this research effort is to determine the aerodynamic forces produced by C.
paradisi and to understand the underlying fluid dynamics and physical mechanisms that
gives this creature its gliding and maneuvering capabilities. In this study, we tested the
aerodynamic performance of anatomically accurate physical models simulating the
snake’s cross section to determine what role this shape plays in the snake’s glide. A
previous study by Miklasz, et al. (2010) was performed on models constructed from
hollow, cylindrical aluminum tubing [13].
These models were a very crude
approximation of the snake's cross-sectional geometry, and the aerodynamic performance
of its true shape is unknown. The current work is the first to study to quantify the
aerodynamic performance of anatomically accurate snake models and the results of this
research pave the foundations for future studies on flying snakes. Load cell
measurements and time-resolved digital particle image velocimetry (TRDPIV) were
performed in order to determine the lift and drag coefficients, wake dynamics, and vortex
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shedding characteristics of the snake's cross-sectional geometry. This study also
contributes to our understanding of low Reynolds number aerodynamics.

2.2 Experimental Methods and Facilities
Several different types of analyses were employed to examine the aerodynamic
performance of C. paradisi’s cross-sectional shape, including load cell measurements,
TRDPIV, Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD), and coherent structure identification
and tracking on the measured velocity fields. These tools are summarized in the
following sections and additional details can be found in the appendices at the end of this
paper. Details on the related uncertainty analysis can be found in Appendix C.
2.2.1

Experimental Model and Test Facility

The experimental model is an anatomically-similar replica of the snake’s crosssectional geometry and was designed from an analysis of aerial images of the snake’s
flattened body. The geometry was scaled to give the experimental model a chord of 25.4
mm to maintain dynamic similarity between the snake's gliding conditions and these
experiments, and also represents the maximum body width of the snake while gliding.
The chord was used as the characteristic length to determine the Reynolds number for
these experiments. The model was rapid prototyped from ABS plastic with an aspect
ratio of 20 to simulate a single segment of the snake’s body during flight and reduce endeffects. Aluminum rods were embedded in the model in order to increase its strength and
stiffness. The experiments were conducted in a closed-loop water tunnel at Virginia
Tech. The tunnel has a test section of 0.6 x 0.6 x 1.5 m and can produce a low-turbulence
freestream of less than 3% at freestream speeds up to 1 m/sand flow uniformity at the test
location was better than 99%.[22].
2.2.2

Aerodynamic Force Measurements

The lift and drag produced by the snake’s cross-sectional geometry was measured
as a function of Reynolds number and angle of attack to determine its overall
aerodynamic performance. The full range of snake flight kinematics was simulated using
7 different Reynolds numbers ranging from 3,000 to 15,000, and 15 angles of attack
ranging from -10o to 60o, summarized in Table 1. The experimental setup used for the
force measurements was contained in a rigid truss system mounted to the top of the water
tunnel, as illustrated in Figure 2. Simultaneous measurement of lift and drag forces was
accomplished through four 5-lb high-accuracy load cells (LCFD-5, Accuracy: ±0.15%
FSO) and high frequency strain gage amplifiers (DMD-465WB) mounted to the model
support arms. These support arms were completely encased by acrylic sidewalls to
prevent interaction with the flow in the water tunnel. To form a stable boundary layer
and prevent separation, the leading edge of the acrylic side-walls were designed with
super-elliptical geometry [23]. The model spanned nearly the entire width between the
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sidewalls with a clearance of approximately 1 mm to prevent 3D effects, such as wingtip
vortices and downwash. Additional details can be found in Appendix A.
Table 1. Summary of experimental variables for aerodynamic force measurements
Variable

Values

Reynolds Number

3,000 to 15,000

Angle of attack

-10 to 60

Increment

o

2,000
5o

Figure 2. CAD model of experimental setup used for force measurements. Four high accuracy
load cells and high frequency strain gauge amplifiers were used to measure the aerodynamic
loads produced by the experimental model.

The weight of the experimental setup and model was accounted for by zeroing the
force measurement before each trial. The aerodynamic forces were recorded using
LabVIEW software and a NI PCI-6251 DAQ board with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz for
30 seconds to accurately resolve the vortex shedding of the model. A spectral analysis
was also performed on the mean subtracted force coefficients to determine the dominant
spectral components of the force measurements. This analysis allowed us to determine
how the vortex shedding characteristics varied with Reynolds and angle of attack. The
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frequencies from the spectral analysis were non-dimensionalized by calculating the
corresponding Strouhal number:

St

f L'
U

(1)

where f is the frequency, and L’ is the characteristic length, taken as the projection of the
model perpendicular to the freestream [24], which determines the characteristic length
scale of the shear layer feeding the wake [20]. The process for determining the
characteristic length for each angle of attack is illustrated in Figure 3 and was determined
by rotating the profile of the model through the range of angles of attack and finding the
difference between the maximum and minimum y-coordinates.

Figure 3. Plots showing the characteristic length, L’, used to calculate the Strouhal number. The
snake’s profile was rotated through the range of angles of attack tested (a), and L’ was found by
taking the difference between the maximum and minimum y-coordinates for each angle of attack.
Diagram showing horizontal stations at which the spatially resolved velocity spectra were
calculated and control volume for force estimates (b). The control volume used for the TRDPIV
force estimates is bounded by X1, X2, Y1, and Y2.
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2.2.3

Flow Field Measurements (TRDPIV)

Quantitative information about the flow fields produced by the snake model was
required to fully understand the aerodynamic behavior determined from the force
measurements. We used Time-Resolved Digital Particle Image Velocimetry (TRDPIV)
[25, 26] to calculate instantaneous, spatially resolved velocity vectors to quantify flow
field characteristics including vorticity, strain rate, shear stress, turbulence intensity, and
pressure.
Five different angles of attack were tested at a Reynolds number of 13,000 and 4
Reynolds numbers were tested for an angle of attack of 35o. These parameters were
selected subsequent to the analysis of the force measurement data with the intent to
capture and elucidate the flow field dynamics for the most interesting and representative
cases. Performing TRDPIV for the complete parameter space recorded for the force
measurements would have been an insurmountable task.
Unlike the aerodynamic force measurements, the experimental model was rigidly
mounted to acrylic side walls, as shown in Figure 4. A concave mirror was mounted
above the snake model at the top of the experimental setup to reflect the laser plane back
through the test section, eliminating the shadow cast by the model. The mirror was
mounted on an acrylic ‘boat’ which slightly depressed the free surface at the top of the
water tunnel to create a stable interface between the surface and acrylic for the laser plane
to pass.

Figure 4. CAD model of experimental setup used for flow field measurements. This side view
shows the important features of the setup used for the TRDPIV experiments
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The water tunnel was seeded with small, neutrally buoyant, hollow glass spheres
(mean diameter of 126.4 microns) that acted as flow tracers and were illuminated by a
planar laser sheet (~1 mm thickness) using a 527 nm wavelength, 10 mJ dual head laser
system (New Wave Research Pegasus). A high-speed video camera (IDT XS-3), having
a maximum resolution of 1,280 pixels x 1,024 pixels, was used to record double pulsed
images of particle motion at a flow sampling rate of 500 Hz, which was sufficient to
resolve a wide range of frequencies in the wake, given that the maximum expected vortex
shedding frequency was 15 Hz. The interrogation region for angles of attack up to 35o
was 1280 x 512 pixels while the interrogation region of the higher angles of attack was
1280 x 1024 pixels. A larger interrogation region was required to capture the full width
of the wake at the higher angles of attack. The resolution of the TRDPIV measurements
was 109.34 μm/pixel, producing an imaged particle size of 2 to 4 pixels. An image mask
was applied so that correlations were not performed inside the boundary of the model.
An additional region of the flow field on the underside of the experimental model was
also masked because it was blocked from the camera’s field of view.
The Robust Phase Correlation (RPC) method [27-29] was used with multigrid
iterative deformable windows [30] to correlate the double pulsed images and determine
the instantaneous velocity fields. Iterative deformable windows improve the particle
image pattern and prevent loss-of-pairs due to in-plane-motion at areas with high shear.
The predicted displacement for each step depends on the previous interrogation of an
image pair, so multiple iterations is required to improve the accuracy of the velocity field
estimate. Two to three iterations at each interrogation window resolution are typically
sufficient. Gaussian image masking and spatial filtering of the velocity fields between
iterations were employed to stabilize the iterative process [31]. All TRDPIV
measurements were processed using two passes with 64 x 64 pixel interrogation windows
and three passes with 32 x 32 pixel interrogation windows. After each pass, the results
were validated using velocity thresholding and universal outlier detection to replace
significantly bad vectors [32]. The final processed velocity fields had a uniform vector
grid spacing of 8 pixels. A spectral analysis of the velocity fields was also performed
similar to the force measurement analysis.
2.2.4

Aerodynamic Force Calculations from TRDPIV Measurements

A momentum based approach, similar to the methods described in [33], [34], and
[35], was used to estimate the lift and drag coefficients from TRDPIV measurements for
comparison with the aforementioned direct aerodynamic force measurements (Section
2.2.2). This analysis also provided additional information about the aerodynamic forces
by decomposing the lift and drag into several components, including the parallel
momentum flux, perpendicular momentum flux, and pressure force, as described in
Appendix A. The forces acting on the experimental model can be calculated based on the
reaction of the flow to the presence of the model without computing the pressure
distribution at the model’s surface. The boundary of the control volume, shown Figure 3
(b), was taken sufficiently far from the experimental model so that viscous stresses and
turbulent stresses were negligible.
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2.2.5

Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)

POD, also known as Karhunen-Loéve decomposition, is a mathematical technique
used to decompose an ensemble of signals into orthogonal modes which optimally
capture the average energy content [36]. POD has been used in a wide variety of
problems in fluid mechanics to decompose complicated flow fields into its energetically
dominant eigenmodes. The flow field can then be reconstructed with a minimum number
of modes that contain the majority of the energy to create low-dimensional models. This
method can also be used as a physics-based filter to remove lower energy modes that
contain the majority of the noise present in DPIV measurements. POD has been used to
model turbulent flows [36, 37] and wake dynamics [38-40]. Additional details on the
formulation of this method can be found in Appendix B. Here we use POD in order to
compare the dominant, orthogonal modes of the different vortex shedding behaviors.
2.2.6

Identification and Tracking of Coherent Structures

Bluff body flows are dominated by the formation and subsequent shedding of
vortices. Identification, tracking, and instantaneous calculations of circulation of these
coherent structures can give insight into the complex wake dynamics. Two different
methods were used to identify possible vortex cores: a point-based velocity 'labeling'
algorithm and the swirling strength (λci) criterion [41, 42]. Two passes were performed
on the velocity fields to identify possible vortex cores. The first pass labeled each grid
point in the flow field depending on which quadrant the velocity vector pointed. The
second pass checked each point’s surrounding neighbors for the direction spanning
property to see if these neighbors contained each of the four possible direction labels and
was therefore at the center of swirling motion. Next, the swirling strength of these
possible vortex core locations, computed using the λci criterion, was compared against a
threshold value in order to eliminate incorrect identifications. The swirling strength of
each grid point was calculated by computing the imaginary part of the complex
eigenvalue of the velocity gradient tensor. The circulation was calculated with the
following line integral:
&
* ³ U  dl
(2)
C

which was computed around iso-contours of the swirling strength. A vortex tracking
algorithm was also used to compile the trajectory of each vortex [43].

2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1

Force Measurements: Lift and Drag Coefficients

The snake’s cross-sectional geometry produced negative lift coefficients for
angles of attack of -10o to 5o, as shown in Figure 5. The largest increase in lift coefficient
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occurred between 5o and 35o, during which the drag coefficient gradually increased. A
strong Reynolds number dependence was observed at 35o for which a peak occurred at
higher Re, producing a maximum lift coefficient of 1.9 while drag remained
approximately the same. At higher angles of attack, the lift gradually decreased while the
drag rapidly increased. The lift to drag ratio exhibited similar behavior, producing a
maximum lift to drag ratio of 2.7 at 35o due to the peak in lift for the higher Reynolds
numbers. The lift increased up to an angle of attack of 35o while exhibiting robust
aerodynamic performance by maintaining high lift coefficient between 20 and 60o, and
near maximum L/D values over a range of angles of attack between 15 to 40o.

Figure 5. Plots of lift coefficient (a), drag coefficient (b), and lift to drag ratio (c) versus angle of
attack. Polar plot showing lift coefficient versus drag coefficient (d).

The results from the TRDPIV force estimates are shown in Figure 6 and are
compared with the force measurements for Re = 13,000. These two different methods of
determining the aerodynamic forces show good agreement and are within the uncertainty
ranges. The TRDPIV lift and drag coefficients were separated into the three components:
the pressure coefficients and the parallel and perpendicular momentum flux coefficients,
shown in Figure 6. The sum of these components yields the total lift or drag coefficient
calculated from the TRDPIV measurements. These plots show that the model maintained
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high values of CL between 20 and 60o by producing large pressure deficits between the
lower and upper surfaces without suffering significant decreases in the parallel or
perpendicular momentum coefficients. For angles of attack greater than 35o, the large
increase in drag is associated with a large rise in the pressure coefficient, which increased
more rapidly compared to the perpendicular momentum coefficient decrease. Figure 7
compares the force coefficients computed from the different techniques described above
for an angle of attack of 35o as a function of Reynolds number. These results show that
the Reynolds number dependent peak at this angle of attack resulted from a steep increase
in the pressure coefficient between 7,000 and 9,000 while the momentum components
stayed relatively constant. The total drag coefficient stayed relatively constant for all
Reynolds numbers due to the pressure component showing little change while parallel
momentum and perpendicular momentum components decreased and increased at
approximately the same rate, respectively.

Figure 6. Comparison of lift and drag forces computed from force measurements and TRDPIV
measurements, which were decomposed into the pressure, parallel momentum, and perpendicular
momentum components. The summation of these components yields the total force coefficient
computed from the DPIV flow fields.

Figure 7. Comparison of the different techniques and components used to calculate the force
coefficients for an angle of attack of 35o.
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Compared with the crude aluminum pipe models tested by Miklasz et al., the
anatomical models produced a larger maximum lift coefficient while the aluminum
models produced lower drag coefficients. The aluminum models showed a sharp
increase in L/D at 30o, producing a maximum lift to drag ratio of 2.8, and also maintained
near maximum L/D values over a wide range of angles of attack. The aluminum model
produced a more rapid increase in L/D between 0 and 10o, but the anatomical model
exhibited a higher stall angle and larger lift coefficients after stall.
The asymmetry of the snake’s cross-section about its horizontal axis is an
important characteristic of this shape that allows it to produce large lift coefficients over a
wide range of angles of attack. Tests by Hu and Zhou (2009) showed that rounding the
top leading edge of a rectangular cylinder can deflect the wake downwards to produce
mean lift coefficients up to 0.5. This also increased the vortex formation length and
elongated the recirculation region, decreasing the mean drag coefficient. Numerical
simulations performed by Yoon et al. (2010) on square cylinders for different angles of
attack showed that the asymmetry created by change in angles of attack changed the
separation point on the upper surface of the cylinder, producing maximum lift
coefficients of 0.45. The snake model produced a maximum lift coefficient that was 50%
larger than that of thick, symmetric airfoils studied in Sarraf et al. [18], which produced
maximum lift coefficients of 1.05 and 1.2 for thicknesses of 15% and 25%, respectively.
These studies on thick airfoils also showed that increasing the thickness of a symmetric
airfoil from 15 to 35% decreased the slope of the lift curve at low angles of attack, but
also increased the stall angle from 21o to 40o. The snake’s cross-sectional shape
possesses a thickness of 39% and stall angle of 35o.
2.3.2

Spectral Analysis

The spectra of the force measurements, shown in Figure 8 (a,b), collapsed into 2
peaks indicating that two different vortex shedding mechanisms exist. These shedding
mechanisms, which will be referred to as state I and II, depend on the angle of attack,
with the higher Strouhal number peak of 0.24 (state I) produced by the lower angles of
attack up to 35o, and the higher angles of attack producing the lower peak of 0.16 (state
II). The state II shedding mechanism contains more energy compared to state I. The
Strouhal number is plotted as a function of Reynolds number and angle of attack in
Figure 8 (c). This figure shows a clear distinction between the vortex shedding states.
Each angle of attack showed very little variation in Strouhal number with increasing
Reynolds number, except for 35o. This angle of attack demonstrated an inconsistent
Strouhal number that was less than state I’s for lower Reynolds numbers, and produced a
Strouhal number slightly greater than state I for Reynolds numbers greater than 9000.
This behavior is consistent with the aforementioned peak in aerodynamic performance
for higher Reynolds numbers that occurred at 35o.
Thick airfoils also produced two different vortex shedding mechanisms that
depend on the angle of attack and thickness [18]. A sharp decrease in Strouhal number
(from 0.3 to 0.2) was also observed when these airfoils reached a critical angle of attack
that shifted the separation point on the suction side towards the leading edge. Previous
studies on rounding corners of square cylinders showed that the Strouhal number
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increased with increasing rounding radius [17]. Similarly, the snake model has a large
radius near the apex at lower angles of attack and produced a higher Strouhal number. At
high angles of attack, the model has a sharp radius at the leading edge and produced
lower Strouhal numbers.

Figure 8. PSDs of the force measurements showing power as a function of Strouhal number and
angle of attack for Reynolds numbers of 7,000 (a) and 13,000 (b). Plot showing how Strouhal
number varies with Reynolds number and angle of attack (c).

Plots of the spatially resolved power spectra (in dB/Hz) of the v-component
velocity fields are shown in Figure 9. The dominant spectral components observed in
these spectral maps show good agreement with the PSDs of the force measurements.
Several different stream wise locations were analyzed, and a position of 2 chords
downstream of the model's centroid showed significant variation between angles of
attack. An angle of attack of 0o shows a narrow band in frequency and vertical position,
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with most of the power concentrated at the vortex shedding frequency. This angle also
shows the greatest symmetry in the wake about Y/C = 0. The power of 20o is distributed
over a wider range of frequencies and vertical positions, and is deflected down in the
vertical direction. An angle of attack of 35o shows the greatest degree of asymmetry
about Y/C = 0 as the wake is deflected down. Angles of attack of 45o and 60o, which
correspond to state II shedding, exhibit the highest power magnitudes and broadest
distribution of power in frequency and position, enveloping most of the interrogation
region. The lower angles of attack, corresponding to state I, show greater spectral
organization with the majority of the power concentrated at the shedding frequency.

Figure 9. Spatially resolved power spectra of v-velocity component for several angles of attack 2
chords downstream of centroid of experimental model.

Contour plots of power magnitude of the v-component velocity fields (in
power/hz) at each respective shedding frequency for 3 angles of attack are shown in
Figure 10. These contours were created by computing the power spectral density and
determining the magnitude at the shedding frequency for every horizontal and vertical
location in the interrogation region. The lines represent the vortex trajectories and the
points represent the location of maximum circulation. The vortex trajectories will be
discussed in more detail in Section 2.3.4. An angle of attack of 0o exhibited the least
power at the shedding frequency, producing a thin band of power in the vertical and
horizontal directions with almost no deflection in the wake. An angle of 35o showed a
large increase in the power magnitude and spatial distribution of power, and also
demonstrated the largest downwards deflection by the power contours and vortex
trajectories. The high power regions for 0o and 35o begin at a stream wise location of 1
chord downstream of the model centroid, with this region extending much father for 35o
out of the interrogation region. An angle of attack of 60o produced the largest power
magnitudes and vortices, resulting in large drag coefficients. The larger power
magnitudes of state II indicate that stronger vortices were generated, resulting in larger
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fluctuations in the aerodynamic forces. Medium power magnitudes begin immediately
behind the experimental model, growing in the vertical direction until the largest power
magnitudes occur at approximately 1.3 chords downstream. The vortex trajectories of the
upper and lower vortices converged at approximately 1.5 chords downstream, while the
trajectories for 60o did not intersect until after 3 chords. The maximum circulation
positions, which correspond to the vortex formation time, occurred at approximately 1
chord for the lower angles of attack, and shifted downstream to 1.3 chords for 60o.

Figure 10. Spatially resolved power contours computed at the respective shedding frequencies
for angles of attack of 0, 35, and 60o. Lines represent vortex trajectories and points represent
location of maximum circulation. The same contour scaling was used for all 3 angles of attack,
though 0o and 35o saturate at 0.07 while 60o saturates at 0.09.
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2.3.3

Flow Field Measurements and POD

The energy fractions and entropy calculations from the POD analysis are shown
in Figure 11. The energy fractions shown in (a) clearly indicate that the first two modes,
which correspond to the Kármán vortex streets produced by the model, are the most
energetic modes and contain nearly 70% of the fluctuating structures energy (FSE). POD
studies on the wake produced by circular cylinders [40], half-cylinders [38], and a live
swimming Giant Danio [39], have also shown that the dynamics of Kármán vortex streets
can be accurately reconstructed using the two most energetic modes. The entropy plots
in (b) show that an angle of attack of 35o produced the lowest entropy, meaning this test
case is more ordered in space and time and the dynamics of the flow field can be
reconstructed with fewer modes than the other test cases. The entropy gradually
increased between 0o and 20o for shedding state I and significantly decreased at 35o. The
entropy then increased again at 45o and decreased at 60o for shedding state II, which had
lower entropies than state I and can be reconstructed using fewer modes.
Spatial eigenmodes 1 and 2 are plotted in Figure 11 for angles of attack of 0, 35,
and 60o. These plots show dimensionless vorticity overlaid with the velocity vectors of
the mode shapes. Eigenmodes 1-2 for 0o exhibit counter-rotating vortices that decrease in
strength with downstream position. The velocity field shapes also suggest that there may
be a vortex structure that formed in the concave ventral surface of the model. The
eigenmodes for 35o show similar behavior, but with stronger vortices that were deflected
downwards. This angle of attack produced the lowest value of entropy. The eigenmodes
for 60o display much different behavior, indicating that the shedding characteristics for
states I and II are significantly different. The vortex pattern of state II is much larger than
the state I's pattern. Eigenmode 2 contains a pair of negative vorticity vortices located
directly behind the model, which is then followed by a large positive vortex with a
concentrated core and long branches of positive vorticity that extend from the perimeter
of the vortex towards the beginning of the separated boundary layer. The vortices located
further downstream show similar structures with decreased strength.
The time-averaged dimensionless pressure fields for angles of attack of 0, 35, and
o
60 are shown in Figure 12. The dimensionless pressure was computed as P* = 2P/ρU2.
An angle of attack of 0o produced a low pressure region extending from the leading edge
of the ventral surface counter clockwise to the apex of the dorsal surface. The pressure
reached its minimum in the concave ventral surface, most likely from the formation of a
vortex that is common in cavity flows. There is a high pressure region located on the
dorsal surface at the stagnation point, and a compact, low pressure wake region that
extended from the base of the model downstream. The velocity field suggests that the
boundary layer separates as it passes over the apex of the dorsal surface. The pressure
distribution for 35o, which consists of a high pressure region on the ventral surface of the
model and a low pressure region over the dorsal surface where the flow accelerates over
the model, produced the largest lift coefficients. The velocity vectors suggest that the
boundary layer separated at some point past the apex of the dorsal surface, while the
wake is deflected downwards. The pressure distribution around the model at 60o
demonstrates that high lift coefficients are maintained even at high angles of attack by
preserving the low pressure region of the top of the model and high pressure region on
the ventral surface near the leading edge. State II produces a much larger recirculation/
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low pressure region at the aft of the model, generating a large base suction that increases
drag. The low pressure region in the wake also envelops a much larger region than the
lower angles of attack.

Figure 11. POD Energy distribution (a) of individual eigenmodes for several angles of attack.
Plot of Entropy (b) which represents the level of organization of the velocity fields. POD
eigenmodes modes 1-2 for several angles of attack (c). Dimensionless vorticity contours were
computed from the POD velocity mode shapes, which are also shown in these plots.
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Figure 12. Time-averaged pressure fields overlaid with mean velocity field vectors for angles of
attack of 0, 35, and 60o.
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2.3.4

Trajectories and Strength of Coherent Structures

The mean vortex trajectories for the upper and lower vortices are plotted in Figure
13 (a). The results were averaged for 10 different vortex trajectories for both the upper
and lower vortices, and the uncertainty was calculated using Equation A.13. The points
of maximum circulation are plotted as diamonds and squares for the upper and lower
vortices, respectively. The initial stage of the trajectories for state I, which corresponds
to the vortex formation process, is much more compact with a vertical difference of
approximately 0.6 chords. The initial points of the state II trajectories covered a much
wider range with a vertical difference of over 1 chord. The trajectories for the vortex
pairs of state I converged on nearly the same trajectory at approximately 1.5 chord
lengths downstream of the model centroid. This most likely occurred because the
distances between the initial formation positions are smaller and state I also possess a
higher Strouhal number; therefore, vortices are shed more often and may have a greater
influence on the next vortex that forms. The trajectories of the higher angles of attack did
not converge. The point of maximum circulation for angles 0-35o occurred at
approximately 1 chord downstream of the model. The maximum circulation of the upper
vortex for 45o occurred closer to the model than the other angles, while 60o was located
the furthest downstream.
The formation process of the vortex pairs are shown in Figure 14 (a) and (b). The
formation times of the upper vortex (Γ-), does not show consistent behavior between
states I and II, while the formation times of the lower vortex (Γ+) show a clear distinction
between states. State I (0-35o) consistently produced formation times between 3.5 and
4.1, while state II produced formation times of approximately 5.8, suggesting that the
different shedding mechanisms have a more significant effect on the lower vortex than
the upper vortex. A study on vortex formation of circular cylinders found formation
times of approximately 4 [21], which is in the same range as this study. The higher
angles of attack showed greater spread in the circulation values and vortex trajectories.
The vortex Reynolds number (Γmax/ν), shown in Figure 14 (c), indicates that the vortices
produced by the snake model at this speed are turbulent. While laminar vortex rings may
maintain approximately constant circulation values after pinch-off [44], turbulent vortices
will experience turbulent breakup as smaller vortical structures containing a finite amount
of circulation are shed and the circulation of the dominant structure decays [45]. The
maximum circulation of the vortices, shown in Figure 14 (c) shows a sharp increase in
circulation between state I and state II. This increase in circulation also indicates an
increase in the aerodynamic force fluctuations, as the aerodynamic forces can be related
to the circulation by the Kutta-Joukowski theorem (L = ρVΓ).
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Figure 13. Plots showing the vortex identification and tracking results. The mean vortex
trajectories are plotted in (a) with the upper and low vortices represented by solid and dotted
lines, respectively. The location of maximum circulation are represented by diamond and square
points, for the upper and lower vortices, respectively. Ten vortex trajectories were averaged, and
the uncertainty ranges for three angles of attack are shown in (b). Uncertainty generally increased
with angle of attack.
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Figure 14. Dimensionless circulation versus formation time is shown in (a) and (b). Γ- and Γ+
refer to the negative and positive circulation values of the upper and lower vortices, respectively.
The maximum circulation and vortex Reynolds number are plotted as a function of angle of
attack (c).

2.3.5

Comparison of Vortex Shedding States

The results presented for each method of analysis clearly indicate that the snake's
cross-sectional geometry produced several distinct regions of aerodynamic performance
and wake dynamics. Low angles of attack (-5 to 5o), which exhibit shedding state I,
produced negative lift due to the vortex forming in the concave ventral surface that
produced a low pressure zone. Moderate angles of attack (10 to 30o) produced increases
in lift production, maintained low drag, and demonstrated state I shedding. These angles
of attack produced a low pressure zone over the dorsal surface of the model, while a high
pressure zone on the ventral surface increased in strength with angle of attack. The flow
was also redirected downwards as the angle of attack increased, increasing the lift
generation of the perpendicular momentum flux. The flow over the model separated near
the apex of the dorsal surface and the leading/trailing edges of the ventral surface.
An angle of attack of 35o, which produced a peak in lift production, showed
unique behavior that differed from states I and II. For low Re, the flow separated at the
apex and the high pressure zone only covered approximately 2/3 of the ventral surface,
producing a lower pressure force that contributed to the lift coefficient. The separation
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point for the higher Re shifted slightly past the apex of the dorsal surface and the high
pressure zone engulfed nearly the entire ventral surface, producing a spike in the pressure
force that contributed to the lift production. The lower Re produced Strouhal numbers
slightly less than state I’s while higher Re produced a Strouhal number slightly greater
than state I's. This angle of attack also produced the largest deflection of the wake which
increased the perpendicular momentum flux that contributed to lift.
The high angles of attack (40 to 60o) generated large increases in drag, gradual
decreases in lift, and exhibited state II shedding. A low pressure zone was maintained
over the dorsal surface of the model as the angle of attack increased, which allowed for
the gradual decrease in lift. However, this low pressure zone also caused a large increase
in drag as the size of the recirculation region increased, creating a large pressure deficit.
The boundary layer immediately separated over the leading and trailing edges of the
model, creating strong separated shear layers that produced the strongest vortices with
large formation times.
2.3.6

Comparison with Real Snakes

The maximum lift coefficient and lift to drag ratio of the snake's cross-sectional
shape occurred at an angle of attack of 35o. If the single, static segment tested in this
study wholly governed the snake’s aerodynamics, then it should optimize its glide angle
and body posture to produce a 35o angle of attack over the majority of its body. The
actual variation in angle of attack along the snake's body is unknown, but this seems
unlikely due to the large range of glide angles it experiences in a single glide, the
complex and dynamic motion of its flight pattern, and the failure to produce an
observable equilibrium phase [10]. The snake's geometry maintained high lift values and
near maximum lift to drag ratios over a wide range of angles of attack. This is important,
as the snake's glide angle can vary between 15 to 55o in a single glide [11]. After the
snake launches itself from a branch and begins the ballistic dive phase, it falls at a fairly
steep angle (as steep as 62o) due to low lift production. As the snake accelerates, it
produces more lift and its glide angle shallows to as little as 13o as it generates its
maximum lift to drag ratios, and can even produce a net positive upwards
acceleration[10].
Previous studies on flying snake kinematics ([11],[10]), which assumed
equilibrium gliding during the shallowing glide phase of the snake's trajectory, estimated
the maximum L/D values to be 14-60% larger than these experiments (3.08-4.33 versus
2.7). A previous study on the effects of size and behavior on the aerial performance of
the flying snake found that smaller snakes are better gliders, as they covered greater
horizontal distances at lower minimum glide angles [12]. Smaller snakes glide at lower
Reynolds numbers because of their smaller body width and lower glide speeds, while the
results from these experiments indicate the best aerodynamic performance occurs at
higher Reynolds numbers.
These discrepancies suggest that the snake uses other physical mechanisms to
augment the aerodynamic force production of its cross-sectional shape. The physics
produced by the model in this study is not sufficient to completely describe the snake's
behavior, and tandem, three-dimensional, and unsteady effects may contribute
substantially to the snake's aerodynamics. During the snake's undulatory motion, the
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snake's body is constantly reconfigured such that the spacing between upstream and
downstream body segments is continuously changing. The fluid structure interaction
between tandem body segments may have a significant effect on aerodynamic
performance, increasing the snake's lift to drag ratio and improving its maneuverability.
Previous studies on tandem airfoils have shown that this fluid structure interaction can be
used to improve performance [13, 46]. The undulatory motion may also produce a
dynamic stall effect that increases aerodynamic performance and delays stall up to higher
angles of attack [47]. This motion will produce periodically shed vortices and the
snake's flight kinematics may be tuned so that downstream body segments can regain
energy that is lost into the wake to improve its aerodynamic efficiency[48]. Sweep angle
effects, which were neglected in this study, may produce complex three-dimensional
structures that could also increase aerodynamic performance. The portion of the snake's
body with high sweep angles and low aspect ratios could produce leading edge vortices
similar to delta wing planforms [49]. Leading edge vortices create suction over the upper
surface of the wing, significantly increasing lift production while preventing stall until
high angles of attack. The snake's unique mode of aerial locomotion is a very complex
process that may utilize all of the physical mechanisms described above. The
aerodynamic forces produced by the snake may occur through a complex interaction
between its morphological characteristics and its dynamic gliding behavior. Future
studies on more complex models are required to fully understand the unique aerodynamic
performance of C. paradisi.

2.4 Conclusions
This experimental study was performed to determine the aerodynamic
performance of C. paradisi's cross-sectional geometry. This shape generated several
different regions of aerodynamic performance for the range of parameters that were
tested. Low angles of attack produced negative lift coefficients due to the presence of a
vortex in the concave ventral surface of the model, moderate angles of attack produced
large increases in lift while maintaining low drag, and high angles of attack generated
rapid increases in drag and gradual decreases in lift. This geometry generated
significantly larger maximum lift coefficients than other bluff bodies, including thick
airfoils, rectangular cylinders, and asymmetric cylinders. Overall, the model maintained
high lift coefficients and near maximum lift to drag ratios over a wide range of angles of
attack, and produced increases in lift up to 35o. This may allow the snake to glide at
steep angles and over a wide range of angles of attack typical of gliding trajectories.
Differences between the results of this study and other studies on flying snake kinematics
suggest that the forces produced by the snake’s body are a complex interaction between
its morphological characteristics and its dynamic gliding behavior. This is the first study
on an anatomically accurate model of the flying snake; therefore, the experimental model
was a simple representation of a single, static segment of the snake's body. Future
investigations on models of increasing complexity that more accurately simulate the
kinematics of the snake are required to fully understand its complex flight pattern.
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Appendix A. Aerodynamic Force Measurements
Load cell measurements, as described in Section 2.3.1, were performed to
determine the lift and drag coefficients of the snake’s cross sectional geometry for a wide
range of angles of attack and Reynolds number. The chord was the characteristic length
used to calculate the Reynolds number [11]:

Re

UUd
P

(A.1)

where ρ is the density, U is the airspeed of the snake, or the freestream velocity as
defined for this study, d is the chord, and μ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. The lift
and drag coefficients were calculated from the force measurements as follows:
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where L and D are the measured lift and drag forces, ρ is the density of water, and l is the
span of the model.
The aerodynamic force measurements were performed using high accuracy load
cells. The load cells were individually calibrated and a cross-talk calibration was
performed after the setup was assembled to reduce cross-talk between lift and drag
measurements. The calibration equation can be written as follows:
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where Lmeas and Dmeas are the measured aerodynamic forces, Aij are the calibration
constants, and Lact and Dact are the corrected aerodynamic forces. The calibration
constants were solved by performing 2 measurements of known lift and drag force using
an aligned pulley system. The experimental setup and measurement procedure was also
verified using a circular cylinder in place of the snake model and then compared with
empirical data (CD = 1.2 [50]) . The experimental values of drag were in agreement with
the empirical data and were well within the uncertainty of the setup, which is summarized
in Appendix C.
A spectral analysis was performed on the mean subtracted force coefficients to
determine the dominant spectral components of the flow. The load cell measurements
were analyzed by calculating the power spectral density (PSD) of the signal using
Welch’s method of averaged modified periodograms to reduce noise in the PSD estimate
[51]. The PSDs were calculated using 30 windowed segments and a hamming window
with 80% overlap between segments, resolving a frequency resolution of approximately
0.1 Hz up to a frequency of 500 Hz.
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The force coefficients were also estimated from the flow field measurements using a
momentum based approach. The application of the integral form of the momentum
equation to a control volume that is statistically steady yields the following integral:
&
F

& & &
&
&
 ³ U (U  n ) U ds  ³ (  p n  W  n ) ds
S

S

(A.5)

&
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where F is the aerodynamic force acting on the model, ρ is the density of water, U is the
&
velocity vector, n is the outward pointing unit normal vector, p is the pressure, and W is
the viscous stress tensor [35]. The boundary of the control volume, shown in Figure 3
(b), was taken sufficiently far from the experimental model so that viscous stresses and
turbulent stresses are negligible. Equation A.5 can be simplified and rewritten in
Cartesian coordinates for the control volume to yield the aerodynamic forces (per unit
length):
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where u and v are the x and y components of velocity [35]. The forces resulting from the
shear stresses along the vertical and horizontal surfaces of the control volume were
computed and found to be negligible, and were therefore neglected in Equations A.6 and
A.7. The first terms, which will be referred to as the parallel momentum fluxes, and the
second terms, referred to as the perpendicular momentum fluxes can be calculated
directly from the flow field measurements. The last term is the pressure force acting on
the control surface boundaries, which was computed using the standard omni-directional
virtual boundary integration technique described in [52, 53] to integrate the NavierStokes equations.

Appendix B. Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)
POD was used to compare the dominant modes of different vortex shedding
behavior without using a predetermined set of basis functions. In this method, the
energetically optimum basis function, φ, is sought such that the quantity:
& &
U ,M
&2

M
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&
is maximized. Here (∙,∙) denotes the inner product,  is the ensemble average, and U is a
velocity field ensemble. The decomposition becomes an eigenvalue problem, and the
& &
velocity field U ( x , t ) can be written as:
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where Mn (x ) is the spatial eigenmode of order n and an(t) is the temporal projection
coefficients. The POD method was implemented for the mean subtracted flow fields
using the method of snapshots described in [54] and [36]. The fluctuating structures
energy (FSE) and energy fraction (EF) of eigenmode i are defined as:
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FSE

where λi is the eigenvalue of mode i, and N is the total number of modes. Entropy is
another characteristic of spatio-temporal structures that can be computed as follows:
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Entropy is a measure of the complexity and order of a spatio-temporal structure. The
entropy can range from 0 to 1, inferring that all the energy is contained in the first mode
or the energy is evenly distributed between all modes, respectively [38].

Appendix C. Analysis of Uncertainty
An uncertainty analysis was performed on the lift and drag coefficients computed
from the force measurements and flow field measurements. The propagation of error
method was used to calculate the uncertainty ranges of the force coefficients. The
random error was approximated using the following formula:
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where tα/2,n-1 is found in the Student’s t-distribution for a confidence interval of α,
number of samples n, and sample standard deviation V̂ n [55]. The total error from the
load cells was calculated as follows:
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where Uf is the total error of the load cell measurements, Uf,rand is the random error, and
Uf,sys is the systematic error [56]. The random error was calculated from several sets of
data and was found to be several orders of magnitude smaller than the systematic error,
and was therefore neglected in this analysis. The propagation of error method was used
to determine uncertainty ranges of the force measurements and flow field measurements
with the following formula:
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where UF is the uncertainty of the force coefficient, K is the number of terms contributing
to the uncertainty, x is a measured variable, and U xi is the uncertainty of the best estimate
of xi.

The force measurements have 6 terms contributing to the uncertainty including:
load cell measurements (combined linearity and hysteresis error of 0.15% FSO),
freestream velocity U0 (0.02 m/s), moment arm lengths (5 x 10-4 m), model chord length
d (5 x 10-7 m), and model span l (7.9 x 10-5 m). The flow field measurements have 4
terms contributing to the uncertainty including the uncertainty in the velocity and
pressure fields and various contour integrals of these variables at the control surface
boundaries. The total RMS error of the velocity fields for a specific instant in time could
be as high as 0.15 pixels/Δt, as measured by Eckstein [27] for turbulent channel flow;
however, a large number of time instants were processed so that the random error is the
only significant contribution to the uncertainty and can be calculated using Equation
A.13. Eckstein also showed that the RPC method significantly reduces the systematic
errors and peak-locking associated with standard correlation techniques used for DPIV
measurements; therefore, they were neglected in this analysis.
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4. Appendix A- Snake Vertebrate Model
4.1 Method
A physical model of the snake’s body was developed to estimate unknown
morphological characteristics. While previous studies have identified the glide angle and
speed for different phases of the snake’s flight trajectory, the variation of the local body
angle of attack and width along the length of the body, as well as the flexibility of the
vertebrae are unknown. Black and white aerial silhouettes of the flying snake were
processed to extract the boundary points and midpoints of the snake, which acted as the
spine of the model. Several image processing algorithms were employed to extract the
boundary and midpoint line. The MATLAB command bwtraceboundary was used to
acquire the boundary points of the snake. Skeletonization, which is a morphological
operation that removes outer pixels from the boundary of an object until a 1 pixel wide
object remains, was implemented using the command bwmorph to obtain the midpoint
line from the head of the snake to the vent. An example of an aerial silhouette that has
been processed is shown in Figure 15.
The chord of the snake was determined by drawing virtual lines that were
perpendicular to the midpoint line and finding the distance between the intersections with
the boundary points. This analysis was performed for 28 aerial silhouettes of 10 different
snakes. Changes in the z-direction of the midpoint line were estimated using the
statistical analysis of snake kinematics found in [10]. Based on this analysis, a linear
elevation change of 6 chord lengths along the length of the body was added to the
midpoint lines. A cubic spline was fit to the points composing the midpoint line and was
interpolated using the bisection method to find 180 equally spaced points, which defined
the center point of each vertebrae in the physical model. The midpoint line was rotated
so that the snake was looking forward and the y and z slopes were zero.
Each vertebrate was modeled as a planar rectangle defined by four corner points,
and its center point. The first vertebrate was placed so that the head is facing forward
while flying. For the remainder of the vertebrae, the previous vertebrate was shifted to
the next center point on the spine, and then the twist, pitch, and lateral angles measured
between the new vertebrate and previous vertebrate were iterated through all possible
combinations to minimize the angle between the vertebrate axis and the spine at the
current center point. This method also allowed us to estimate the rotational angles
between adjacent vertebrate to evaluate the snake’s flexibility. This method was
originally tested using an unconstrained range of twist, pitch, and lateral angles, but nonphysical postures were produced. A previous study on the twist angle of Gopher Snakes
(Pituophis melanoleucus) found that live snakes twisted up to 2.19o while the joint were
able to twist up to 2.89 [57]. Therefore, a ±3o constraint was placed on the twist angle
between adjacent vertebrae.
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Figure 15. Example of an aerial silhouette for which the boundary and head to vent midpoints
were extracted.

4.2 Results
The physical model implemented in this study helped to estimate important
morphological characteristics of the flying snake. The variation in body width along the
snake's body (while gliding) is shown below in Figure 16 (a), and was determined by
analyzing 28 aerial silhouettes for 10 different snakes. The snake reached its maximum
width between 30 and 50% of its length. The probability density functions of the angles
between adjacent vertebrae are shown in Figure 16 (b). The lateral angle and twist angle
ranges were ±10o and ±8o, respectively, while the twist angle was constrained to ±3o as
explained in Appendix E. This additional flexibility may be linked to the complex
undulatory motion of the snake. The relative angle of attack distribution of the physical
model is shown in Figure 16 (c). The model produced a mean angle of attack of 7.5 ±
3.1o. The relative angle of attack distribution for a representative posture is shown in
Figure 16 (b). A glide angle of 27.5o would be required to produce the maximum lift to
drag ratio from the force measurements at an angle of attack of 35o.
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Figure 16. Morphological characteristics of the snake estimated using the physical model. The
width of the snake while gliding (a) reaches a maximum at 30-50% of its length. The angle of
attack distribution (b) from the physical model produced an average angle of attack of 7.5 ± 3.1o.
The probability density functions of the angles between adjacent vertebrate (c) show that C.
paradisi may be more flexible than other snakes. Relative angle of attack distribution of the
physical model for a representative posture (d).

4.3 Matlab Algorithm
Driver file:
clear all
close all
clc
%This is the driver file to compute the snake model vertebrae
%Requires the matlab functions bisect_length, rot_2D, snake_body2,Rot3D, and dist
%% Inputs
load('normalize_width.mat')
%rescale width just from head to vent
ncomp=ncomp*.02;
width=0:.01:1;
ncomp(75:101)=[];
width(75:101)=[];
width=width/max(width);
ncomp=spline(width,ncomp,0:.01:1);
width=0:.01:1;
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%directory of aerial silhoutte
name='s852_54_27_silhouette_2.jpg';
save_direc='i25.mat';
num_vert=180; %number of vertebrae
direc='C:\Users\Daniel Holden\Documents\DARPA Snakes\Image Processing\'; %save directory
%read in image
i1=imread(strcat(direc,name));
%parameters
snake_num=2;
step=20; %fineness parameter for width computations
i1=im2double(i1);
size_image=size(i1);
gaussianFilter = fspecial('gaussian', [5, 5], 1);
i2=imfilter(i1, gaussianFilter, 'symmetric', 'conv');
ibw=imcomplement(im2bw(i2,0.90)); %convert image to binary
%figure1=figure;imshow(ibw)
%% Find midpoints of snake
ibw2=bwmorph(ibw,'thin',Inf); %image of midpoint lines
% figure2=figure;imshow(ibw2)
ibw3=bwmorph(ibw2,'endpoints'); %endpoitns of midpoint line
a=1;
for col=1:1:size_image(2)
for row=1:1:size_image(1)
if ibw3(row,col)==1
end_point(a,1)=col;
end_point(a,2)=row;
a=a+1;
end
end
end
%Select starting point w/in snakes body
ibw=imcomplement(ibw);
figure1=figure('color',[1 1 1]);
imshow(ibw, 'InitialMagnification', 200)
title('select point on nose, within snake head, then tail tip (left-click to select
point)')
data=ginput(3);
col1=data(2,1);
row1=data(2,2);
frontx=data(1,1);
fronty=data(1,2);
close
endx=data(3,1);
endy=data(3,2);
row=round(row1);
col=round(col1);
%find boundary
for col=col:1:col+500
if ibw(row,col)>0
break;
end
end
%pick out boundary points
B=bwtraceboundary(ibw,[row,col],'S',8,Inf,'clockwise');
x=B(:,2);
y=B(:,1);
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%Smooth boundary
for i=1:1:4
x=smooth(x);
y=smooth(y);
end
%Find front of snake cutoff from thinning operation
comp=10;
for i=1:1:length(x)
dist=sqrt((x(i)-frontx)^2+(y(i)-fronty)^2);
if dist < comp
comp=dist;
ind=i;
end
end
frontx=x(ind);
fronty=y(ind);
%Find end of snake cutoff from thinning operation
comp=10;
for i=1:1:length(x)
dist=sqrt((x(i)-endx)^2+(y(i)-endy)^2);
if dist < comp
comp=dist;
ind=i;
end
end
endx=x(ind);
endy=y(ind);
%Find starting point
row=round(row1);
col=round(col1);
comp=500;
for i=1:1:2
dist=sqrt((end_point(i,1)-col)^2+(end_point(i,2)-row)^2);
if dist<comp;
comp=dist;
nose=end_point(i,:);
end
end
x_c(1,1)=nose(1);
y_c(1,1)=nose(2);
clear('i')
count=2;
a=1;
%% trace snake midpoints in order
while a==1
a=0;
for i=x_c(count-1,1)-1:1:x_c(count-1,1)+1
for j=y_c(count-1,1)-1:1:y_c(count-1,1)+1
i;
j;
%ibw2(j,i)
if ibw2(j,i)==1
if count ==2
if i==x_c(count-1,1) && j==y_c(count-1,1)
else
x_c(count,1)=i;
y_c(count,1)=j;
a=1;
end
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else
if i==x_c(count-1,1) && j==y_c(count-1,1)
elseif i==x_c(count-2,1) && j==y_c(count-2,1)
else
x_c(count,1)=i;
y_c(count,1)=j;
a=1;
end
end
end
end
end
count=count+1;
if count>5000
a=0;
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Reorganize points
x_c=[frontx;x_c;endx];
y_c=[fronty;y_c;endy];
for i=1:1:4
x_c=smooth(x_c);
y_c=smooth(y_c);
end
figure2=figure('color',[1 1 1]);
imshow(ibw, 'InitialMagnification', 150)
hold on
plot(x,y,'g-','LineWidth',2)
title('Select back of head and vent')
%% Head to SVL points
data=ginput(2);
svlx=data(2,1);
svly=data(2,2);
headx=data(1,1);
heady=data(1,2);
comp=500;
clear('dist')
for i=1:length(x_c)
dd=dist([x_c(i),y_c(i)],[headx,heady]);
if dd<comp;
comp=dd;
ind_head=i;
end
end
comp=500;
clear('dist')
for i=1:length(x_c)
dd=dist([x_c(i),y_c(i)],[svlx,svly]);
if dd<comp;
comp=dd;
ind_svl=i;
end
end
x_c=x_c(ind_head:ind_svl);
y_c=y_c(ind_head:ind_svl);
plot(x_c,y_c,'r-','linewidth',1.5)
legend('Boundary','SVL Midpoints')
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%fit spline to midpoint line
t=0:.001:1;
F=spline(linspace(0,1,length(x_c)),[x_c,y_c]');
sF=ppval(F,t);
%slope of midpoint line
dx=mydiff(sF(1,:),t(2)-t(1));
dy=mydiff(sF(2,:),t(2)-t(1));
slope=mean(dy(1:20))/mean(dx(1:20));
slopex=mean(dx(1:20));
slopey=mean(dy(1:20));
%rotate image so snake is looking forwards
if slopex>0 && slopey<0
rot_ang=180-atand(abs(slope));
elseif slopex<0 && slopey<0
rot_ang=atand(abs(slope));
elseif slopex>0 && slopey>0
rot_ang=atand(abs(slope))+180;
elseif slopex<0 && slopey>0
rot_ang=360-atand(abs(slope));
end
%compute lengh of midpoint line (in pixels)
integrand=(dx.^2+dy.^2).^0.5;
dest1=sum(dist([x_c,y_c]));
dest2=trapz(t,integrand);
%% Find equally spaced points (bisection method)
spline_len=dest2/4;
tol=.5;
[points,~]=bisect_length(x_c,y_c,[],5,tol);
[x,y,xm,ym]=rot2D(x,y,-rot_ang);
[x_c,y_c,~,~]=rot2D(x_c,y_c,-rot_ang,xm,ym);
[points(1,:),points(2,:)]=rot2D(points(1,:),points(2,:),-rot_ang,xm,ym);
fig3=figure('color',[1 1 1],'position',[50 50 1200 700]);
plot(x,y,'g-','linewidth',1.5)
hold on
plot(x_c,y_c','k-','linewidth',1.5)
axis equal
grid on
plot(points(1,:),points(2,:),'bo','markerfacecolor','b','markersize',6)

%% Compute Chord Lengths along length of snake's body
count=1;
for i=2:step:length(x_c)-1
m=(y_c(i+1)-y_c(i-1))/(x_c(i+1)-x_c(i-1)); %slope
m_inv=-1/m; %slope perpendicular to midpoint line
if m_inv == Inf
m_inv=1000000;
elseif m_inv == -Inf
m_inv=-1000000;
end
lim=65;
b=y_c(i)-m_inv*x_c(i);
x_int=x_c(i)-lim:1:x_c(i)+lim;
y_int=m_inv.*x_int+b;
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[XX,YY]=intersections(x,y,x_int,y_int,0);
if length(XX)>2
while (length(XX)>2)
lim=lim-1
if lim == 0
break
end
x_int=x_c(i)-lim:0.5:x_c(i)+lim;
y_int=m_inv.*x_int+b;
[XX,YY]=intersections(x,y,x_int,y_int,0);
end
end
if length(XX)<2
while (length(XX)<2)
lim=lim+1
if lim == 100
break
end
x_int=x_c(i)-lim:0.5:x_c(i)+lim;
y_int=m_inv.*x_int+b;
[XX,YY]=intersections(x,y,x_int,y_int,0);
end
end
if lim == 0 || lim==100
continue
end
XX1=XX(1);
XX2=XX(2);
YY1=YY(1);
YY2=YY(2);
plot(x_int,y_int,'c-')
plot(XX1,YY1,'mx','Markersize',10)
plot(XX2,YY2,'mx','Markersize',10)
chord(count)=((XX2-XX1)^2+(YY2-YY1)^2).^0.5;
dist=0;
for j=2:1:i
dist=dist+sqrt((x_c(j)-x_c(j-1))^2+(y_c(j)-y_c(j-1))^2);
end
z(count)=dist;
count=count+1;
i
end
chord_max=max(chord);
conv=.02/chord_max;
chord=0.02;
%% Find midpoints with z spacing
tol=0.1;
x_c=x_c-mean(x_c);
y_c=y_c-mean(y_c);
[points,spline_len]=bisect_length(x_c,y_c,[],num_vert,.1);
spline_len=spline_len*conv;
z_c=[0,0,linspace(0,-6*chord_max,num_vert-2)];
z_c=z_c-mean(z_c);
points(3,:)=z_c;
points=points*conv;
fig4=figure('color',[1 1 1],'position',[50 50 1200 700]);
plot3(points(1,:)/chord,points(2,:)/chord,points(3,:)/chord,'linewidth',1.5)
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axis equal
xlabel('X/C')
ylabel('Y/C')
zlabel('Z/C')
grid on
%% Compute snake body
width=.02;
points=permute(points,[2 1 3]);
[XX,YY,ZZ,twist,lat,pitch,error]=snake_body2(points,width,spline_len-.0005,2);
twist=smooth(twist,5);
lat=smooth(lat,5);
pitch=smooth(pitch,5);
error=smooth(error,5);
hold all
sm=3;
for i=1
XX(:,1,i)=smooth(XX(:,1,i),sm);
XX(:,2,i)=smooth(XX(:,2,i),sm);
XX(:,3,i)=smooth(XX(:,3,i),sm);
XX(:,4,i)=smooth(XX(:,4,i),sm);
YY(:,1,i)=smooth(YY(:,1,i),sm);
YY(:,2,i)=smooth(YY(:,2,i),sm);
YY(:,3,i)=smooth(YY(:,3,i),sm);
YY(:,4,i)=smooth(YY(:,4,i),sm);
ZZ(:,1,i)=smooth(ZZ(:,1,i),sm);
ZZ(:,2,i)=smooth(ZZ(:,2,i),sm);
ZZ(:,3,i)=smooth(ZZ(:,3,i),sm);
ZZ(:,4,i)=smooth(ZZ(:,4,i),sm);
end
%% Plot snake body
colorset=varycolor(size(points,1));
for i=1:size(points,1)
fill3(XX(i,:)/chord,YY(i,:)/chord,ZZ(i,:)/chord,colorset(i,:))
end
axis equal
grid on
alpha(0.4)
figure('color',[1 1 1],'position',[50 50 1200 700])
subplot(221)
plot(1:size(points,1),error,'r-','linewidth',1.5)
xlabel('Body Segment')
ylabel('|Error| (deg)')
subplot(222)
plot(1:size(points,1),lat,'linewidth',1.5)
xlabel('Body Segment')
ylabel('Lateral angle (deg)')
subplot(223)
plot(1:size(points,1),twist,'linewidth',1.5)
xlabel('Body Segment')
ylabel('Twisting angle (deg)')
subplot(224)
plot(1:size(points,1),twist,'linewidth',1.5)
xlabel('Body Segment')
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ylabel('Pitch angle (deg)')
save(save_direc,'XX','YY','ZZ','points','lat','twist','pitch','error')
function [XX,YY,ZZ,twist_ref,lat_ref,pitch_ref,error]=snake_body2(Pfit,width,long,iter)
%%%Compute the twist, lateral, and pitch angle between adjacent vertebrae
%%%by minimizing the angle between the axis of each vertebrae and the
%%%midpoint line
%%%% 2 update: add third degree of freedom (pitch angle)
disp('First Pass')
dtheta=1;
%bounds of angles
twist=-3:dtheta:3;
lat=-12:dtheta:12;
pitch=-8:dtheta:8;
t=1;
twist_ref(1)=0;
lat_ref(1)=0;
pitch_ref(1)=0;
XX=zeros(size(Pfit,1),4);
YY=XX;
ZZ=XX;
%compute vectors from spline data
v_spline=zeros(size(Pfit,1),3);
v_spline(1,:)=Pfit(2,:,t)-Pfit(1,:,t);
v_spline(end,:)=Pfit(end,:,t)-Pfit(end-1,:,t);
for i=2:size(Pfit,1)-1
v_spline(i,:)=Pfit(i+1,:,t)-Pfit(i-1,:,t);
end
tic
for i=1:size(Pfit,1)
%first point
if i==1
XX(1,1)=Pfit(1,1,t)+width/2;
XX(1,2)=Pfit(1,1,t)-width/2;
XX(1,3)=XX(1,2);
XX(1,4)=XX(1,1);
ZZ(1,1:4)=Pfit(1,3,t);
YY(1,1:2)=long(t);
YY(1,3:4)=0;
xmid=mean(XX(1,:));
ymid=mean(YY(1,:));
zmid=mean(ZZ(1,:));
YY(1,:)=YY(1,:)+Pfit(1,2,t)-ymid;
ymid=mean(YY(1,:));
XX(1,:)=XX(1,:)-xmid;
YY(1,:)=YY(1,:)-ymid;
ZZ(1,:)=ZZ(1,:)-zmid;
v_vert=[XX(1,1)-XX(1,4),YY(1,1)-YY(1,4),ZZ(1,1)-ZZ(1,4)];
vs=v_spline(1,:);
ang1=acosd(dot(vs(1:2),v_vert(1:2))/norm(vs(1:2))/norm(v_vert(1:2)));
%rotate x-y plane
[XX(1,:),YY(1,:),ZZ(1,:)]=Rot3D([0 0 1],-ang1,XX(1,:),YY(1,:),ZZ(1,:));
%rotate x-z plane
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%vs(2)=0;
v_vert=[XX(1,1)-XX(1,4),YY(1,1)-YY(1,4),ZZ(1,1)-ZZ(1,4)];
ang2=abs(acosd(dot(vs,v_vert)/norm(vs)/norm(v_vert)));
normv=[mean([XX(1,1),XX(1,4)])-mean([XX(1,2),XX(1,3)]),mean([YY(1,1),YY(1,4)])mean([YY(1,2),YY(1,3)]),0];
[XX(1,:),YY(1,:),ZZ(1,:)]=Rot3D(normv,ang2,XX(1,:),YY(1,:),ZZ(1,:));
XX(1,:)=XX(1,:)+xmid;
YY(1,:)=YY(1,:)+ymid;
ZZ(1,:)=ZZ(1,:)+zmid;
else
xmid=mean(XX(i-1,:));
ymid=mean(YY(i-1,:));
zmid=mean(ZZ(i-1,:));
rx=Pfit(i,1,t)-xmid;
ry=Pfit(i,2,t)-ymid;
rz=Pfit(i,3,t)-zmid;
XX(i,:)=XX(i-1,:)+rx;
YY(i,:)=YY(i-1,:)+ry;
ZZ(i,:)=ZZ(i-1,:)+rz;
xmid=mean(XX(i,:));
ymid=mean(YY(i,:));
zmid=mean(ZZ(i,:));
XX(i,:)=XX(i,:)-xmid;
YY(i,:)=YY(i,:)-ymid;
ZZ(i,:)=ZZ(i,:)-zmid;
xx=XX(i,:); %temporary vectors of XX,YY,ZZ
yy=YY(i,:);
zz=ZZ(i,:);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%loop to test different twist, lateral angles, and pitch
%%%angles
v_twist=[(xx(3)+xx(4))/2,(yy(3)+yy(4))/2,(zz(3)+zz(4))/2];
for tt=1:size(twist,2)
[xt,yt,zt]=Rot3D(v_twist,twist(tt),xx,yy,zz);
v1=[xt(2)-xt(1),yt(2)-yt(1),zt(2)-zt(1)];
v2=[xt(3)-xt(2),yt(3)-yt(2),zt(3)-zt(2)];
vlat=cross(v1,v2);
%keyboard
for ll=1:size(lat,2)
[xl,yl,zl]=Rot3D(vlat,lat(ll),xt,yt,zt);
vpitch=[(xl(1)+xl(4))/2,(yl(1)+yl(4))/2,(zl(1)+zl(4))/2];
for pp=1:size(pitch,2)
[xp,yp,zp]=Rot3D(vpitch,pitch(pp),xl,yl,zl);
v_check=-[(xp(3)+xp(4))/2,(yp(3)+yp(4))/2,(zp(3)+zp(4))/2];
acheck=acosd(dot(v_check,v_spline(i,:))/norm(v_check)/norm(v_spline(i,:)));
angle_mat(tt,ll,pp)=abs(acheck);
end

end
end
error(i)=min(min(min(angle_mat)));
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%find angle with minimum error and compute rotation
index=find(angle_mat==error(i));
[tt,ll,pp]=ind2sub(size(angle_mat),index);
if size(tt,1)>1
ll=round(mean(unique(ll)));
tt=round(mean(unique(tt)));
pp=round(mean(unique(pp)));
end
[xt,yt,zt]=Rot3D(v_twist,twist(tt),xx,yy,zz);
v1=[xt(2)-xt(1),yt(2)-yt(1),zt(2)-zt(1)];
v2=[xt(3)-xt(2),yt(3)-yt(2),zt(3)-zt(2)];
vlat=cross(v1,v2);
[xl,yl,zl]=Rot3D(vlat,lat(ll),xt,yt,zt);
vpitch=[(xl(1)+xl(4))/2,(yl(1)+yl(4))/2,(zl(1)+zl(4))/2];
[xp,yp,zp]=Rot3D(vpitch,pitch(pp),xl,yl,zl);
XX(i,:)=xp+xmid;
YY(i,:)=yp+ymid;
ZZ(i,:)=zp+zmid;
twist_ref(i)=twist(tt);
lat_ref(i)=lat(ll);
pitch_ref(i)=pitch(pp);
end
if rem(i,10)==0
fprintf('Body Segment = %0.0f\n',i)
end
end
toc
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%
other passes for iterations %%%
clear('angle_mat')
dtheta=0.2;
iter_count=0;
while iter_count<iter
twist_ref2=round(10*smooth(twist_ref,5))/10;
lat_ref2=round(10*smooth(lat_ref,5))/10;
pitch_ref2=round(10*smooth(pitch_ref,5))/10;
fprintf('Iteration = %0.0f\n',iter_count+1)
for i=2:size(Pfit,1)
%define twist and lateral angle ranges for each segment
if i~=size(Pfit,1)
twist1=twist_ref2(i-1)-twist_ref2(i);
twist2=twist_ref2(i+1)-twist_ref2(i);
twist=min([twist1,twist2,0])-2*dtheta:dtheta:max([twist1,twist2,0])+2*dtheta;
if isempty(find(twist==0, 1))==1
twist=[twist,0];
end
lat1=lat_ref2(i-1)-lat_ref2(i);
lat2=lat_ref2(i+1)-lat_ref2(i);
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lat=min([lat1,lat2,0])-2*dtheta:dtheta:max([lat1,lat2,0])+2*dtheta;
if isempty(find(lat==0, 1))==1
lat=[lat,0];
end
pitch1=pitch_ref2(i-1)-pitch_ref2(i);
pitch2=pitch_ref2(i+1)-pitch_ref2(i);
pitch=min([pitch1,pitch2,0])-2*dtheta:dtheta:max([pitch1,pitch2,0])+2*dtheta;
else
twist1=twist_ref2(i-1)-twist_ref2(i);
twist=min([twist1,0])-2*dtheta:dtheta:max([twist1,0])+dtheta;
lat1=lat_ref2(i-1)-lat_ref2(i);
lat=min([lat1,0])-2*dtheta:dtheta:max([lat1,0])+dtheta;
pitch1=pitch_ref2(i-1)-pitch_ref2(i);
pitch=min([pitch1,0])-2*dtheta:dtheta:max([pitch1,0])+dtheta;
end
xmid=mean(XX(i,:));
ymid=mean(YY(i,:));
zmid=mean(ZZ(i,:));
XX(i,:)=XX(i,:)-xmid;
YY(i,:)=YY(i,:)-ymid;
ZZ(i,:)=ZZ(i,:)-zmid;
xx=XX(i,:); %temporary vectors of XX,YY,ZZ
yy=YY(i,:);
zz=ZZ(i,:);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%loop to test different twist and lateral angles
v_twist=[(xx(3)+xx(4))/2,(yy(3)+yy(4))/2,(zz(3)+zz(4))/2];
for tt=1:size(twist,2)
[xt,yt,zt]=Rot3D(v_twist,twist(tt),xx,yy,zz);
v1=[xt(2)-xt(1),yt(2)-yt(1),zt(2)-zt(1)];
v2=[xt(3)-xt(2),yt(3)-yt(2),zt(3)-zt(2)];
vlat=cross(v1,v2);
%keyboard
for ll=1:size(lat,2)
[xl,yl,zl]=Rot3D(vlat,lat(ll),xt,yt,zt);
vpitch=[(xl(1)+xl(4))/2,(yl(1)+yl(4))/2,(zl(1)+zl(4))/2];
for pp=1:size(pitch,2)
[xp,yp,zp]=Rot3D(vpitch,pitch(pp),xl,yl,zl);
v_check=-[(xp(3)+xp(4))/2,(yp(3)+yp(4))/2,(zp(3)+zp(4))/2];
acheck=acosd(dot(v_check,v_spline(i,:))/norm(v_check)/norm(v_spline(i,:)));
angle_mat(tt,ll,pp)=abs(acheck);
end
end
end
error(i)=min(min(min(angle_mat)));
index=find(angle_mat==error(i));
[tt,ll,pp]=ind2sub(size(angle_mat),index);
if size(tt,1)>1
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%if length(unique(ll))==1
ll=round(mean(unique(ll)));
tt=round(mean(unique(tt)));
pp=round(mean(unique(pp)));
%end
end
%keyboard
[xt,yt,zt]=Rot3D(v_twist,twist(tt),xx,yy,zz);
v1=[xt(2)-xt(1),yt(2)-yt(1),zt(2)-zt(1)];
v2=[xt(3)-xt(2),yt(3)-yt(2),zt(3)-zt(2)];
vlat=cross(v1,v2);
[xl,yl,zl]=Rot3D(vlat,lat(ll),xt,yt,zt);
vpitch=[(xl(1)+xl(4))/2,(yl(1)+yl(4))/2,(zl(1)+zl(4))/2];
[xp,yp,zp]=Rot3D(vpitch,pitch(pp),xl,yl,zl);
%
XX(i,:)=xp+xmid;
YY(i,:)=yp+ymid;
ZZ(i,:)=zp+zmid;
twist_ref(i)=twist(tt)+twist_ref(i);
lat_ref(i)=lat(ll)+lat_ref(i);
pitch_ref(i)=pitch(pp)+pitch_ref(i);
clear('angle_mat')
%
%
%

if rem(i,10)==0
fprintf('Body Segment = %0.0f\n',i)
end
end

iter_count=iter_count+1;
dtheta=dtheta/2;
toc
function [points,spline_len]=bisect_length(x_c,y_c,z_c,numpts,tol)
if isempty(z_c)
z_c=zeros(size(x_c));
end
num=numpts;
F=spline(linspace(0,1,length(x_c)),[x_c,y_c,z_c]');
t=0:.001:1;
sF=ppval(F,t);
dx=mydiff(sF(1,:),.001);
dy=mydiff(sF(2,:),.001);
dz=mydiff(sF(3,:),.001);
integrand=(dx.^2+dy.^2+dz.^2).^0.5;
len=trapz(t,integrand);
spline_len=len/(num-1);
points=zeros(3,num);
points(1,1)=x_c(1);
points(1,end)=x_c(end);
points(2,1)=y_c(1);
points(2,end)=y_c(end);
points(3,1)=z_c(1);
points(3,end)=z_c(end);
t0=0;
tstart=0;
for i=2:num-1
a=t0;
b=1;
dd=1000;
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t0=t0+0.2;
check=0;
while check~=1
t=tstart:.00001:t0;
sF=ppval(F,t);
dx=mydiff(sF(1,:),.00001);
dy=mydiff(sF(2,:),.00001);
dz=mydiff(sF(3,:),.00001);
integrand=(dx.^2+dy.^2+dz.^2).^0.5;
len=trapz(t,integrand);
dd=abs(len-spline_len);
if dd>tol
if len>spline_len
t0old=t0;
t0=t0-(t0-a)/2;
b=t0old;
elseif len<spline_len
t0old=t0;
t0=t0+(b-t0)/2;
a=t0old;
end
else
check=1;
end
%keyboard
end
tstart=t0;
sF=ppval(F,t0);
points(1,i)=sF(1);
points(2,i)=sF(2);
points(3,i)=sF(3);
if rem(i,10)==0
fprintf(' Point %u of %u\n',i,num)
end
end

function [xnew,ynew,xm,ym]=rot2D(x,y,ang,xm,ym)
%this function rotates 2D coordinates in the counterclockwise direction by
%the angle ang (in degrees).
if nargin==3
xm=mean(x);
ym=mean(y);
x=x-xm;
y=y-ym;
xnew=x*cosd(ang)-y*sind(ang);
ynew=y*cosd(ang)+x*sind(ang);
elseif nargin==5
x=x-xm;
y=y-ym;
xnew=x*cosd(ang)-y*sind(ang);
ynew=y*cosd(ang)+x*sind(ang);
end
xnew=xnew+xm;
ynew=ynew+ym;
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function [Xn,Yn,Zn]=Rot3D(p2,theta,XX,YY,ZZ)
%Rotates points xx,yy,zz around axis (vector p2) specified by p2. Make
%sure you subtract mean x,y, and z coordinates from points beforehand and
%add the mean back afterwards
delta_x=p2(1);
delta_y=p2(2);
delta_z=p2(3);
uv=[delta_x,delta_y,delta_z]./sqrt(delta_x^2+delta_y^2+delta_z^2);
s=sind(theta);
c=cosd(theta);
R11=uv(1)^2+(1-uv(1)^2)*c;
R12=uv(1)*uv(2)*(1-c)-uv(3)*s;
R13=uv(1)*uv(3)*(1-c)+uv(2)*s;
R21=uv(1)*uv(2)*(1-c)+uv(3)*s;
R22=uv(2)^2+(1-uv(2)^2)*c;
R23=uv(2)*uv(3)*(1-c)-uv(1)*s;
R31=uv(1)*uv(3)*(1-c)-uv(2)*s;
R32=uv(2)*uv(3)*(1-c)+uv(1)*s;
R33=uv(3)^2+(1-uv(3)^2)*c;
R=[R11 R12 R13;R21 R22 R23; R31 R32 R33];
Xn=XX;
Yn=YY;
Zn=ZZ;
for i=1:1:4
A=R*[XX(1,i);YY(1,i);ZZ(1,i)];
Xn(1,i)=A(1);
Yn(1,i)=A(2);
Zn(1,i)=A(3);
end

function [distance]=dist(p1,p2)
%Supply 2 points, p1=(x1, y1, z1) and p2=(x2, y2, z2); or p1=(x1 y1) and p2=(x2 y2)
%If a matrix of points are given (greater than 3 points), then a vector of
%distance between adjacent vectors are output
if nargin==2
distance=(sum((p2-p1).^2))^0.5;
end
if nargin==1
%keyboard
lengths=size(p1);
%keyboard
[val,i]=max(lengths);
if i==1
i2=2;
elseif i==2
i2=1;
end
p1=permute(p1,[i,i2]);
%keyboard
distance=zeros(1,val-1);
for j=1:val-1
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distance(1,j)=(sum((p1(j,:)-p1(j+1,:)).^2))^0.5;
end
end
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5. Appendix B- 3D Snake Model
A 3D CAD model of C. paradisi during flight was designed and rapid prototyped
for future testing. The CAD model, shown in Figure 17, was designed in Autodesk
Inventor 2010 using an aerial silhouette, and the z-points were determined using the
statistical analysis found in [10]. The snake’s body width was scaled using the results in
Figure 16 and reaches its maximum width between 30 and 50% of its body length. The
snake model was rapid prototyped in 6 sections and was assembled using epoxy and
embedded aluminum rods. A long aluminum rod embedded in the thickest section of the
model protrudes from the body and could be mounted to a water tunnel strut, such as that
shown in Figure 18.

Figure 17. Renderings of the 3D snake model.
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Figure 18. Rendering of possible water tunnel mount for 3D snake model.
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6. Appendix C- Vortex Identification Matlab Algorithm
This section provides the Matlab algorithm used for vortex identification described in
Section 2.2.6.
function
[vortex_centers,circulation,disk]=vortex_label(U,V,Um,Vm,cal_mat,C_mag,pix,neighbor,vecto
r_spacing,mask)
%[v_center,circulation,disk]=vortex_label(U,V,Um,Vm,cal_mat,C_mag,pix,neighbor,vector_spa
cing,mask)
%This function computes the vortex centers, circulation, and area for a
%given flow field.
%U and V are the u and v velocity fields. Um and Vm are
%the mean velocity fields if you want to subtract the mean flow field;
%leave empty [] for no mean subtraction.
%cal_mat is the vortex identification matrix, computed using the lambda-ci
%or another vortex ID method.
%C_mag is the threshold for the vortex identification, anything less than
%this values will be ignored.
%Pix is your PIV resolution (microns/pixel).
%neighbor is the number of nearest neighbors you want to check around the
%point of interest for the direction
%spanning property.
%Mask identifies what areas you do not want to compute vortex centers.
%This matrix should have 1's where you do want compute centers and 0s where
%you do not want to compute centers; leave empty [] to use entire flow
%field
%check function inputs
if nargin<10
error('10 inputs required for function vortex_label.
end

For empty inputs, use ''[]''')

if isempty(mask)
mask=ones(size(U));
end
if isempty(Um)
Um=zeros(size(U));
end
if isempty(Vm)
Vm=zeros(size(U));
end
if isempty(neighbor)
neighbor=1;
end
[s1,s2,~]=size(U);
%stencil size of vortex labeling
mask(1:neighbor,:)=0;
mask((end-abs(neighbor-1)):end,:)=0;
mask(:,1:neighbor)=0;
mask(:,(end-abs(neighbor-1)):end)=0;
Vmag=(U.^2+V.^2).^0.5; %velocity magnitude
vmag=abs(Vmag-(Um.^2+Vm.^2).^0.5); %velocity magnitude after subtracting mean flow field
Unm=U-Um;
Vnm=V-Vm;
[ii,jj]=find(mask);
j_check1=min(jj);
j_check2=max(jj);
i_check1=min(ii);
i_check2=max(ii);
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%first pass, determine velocity directions
%first quadrant
vtemp_q1=(Unm>0 & Vnm>0);
%2nd quadrant
vtemp_q2=(Unm<0 & Vnm>0);
%3rd quadrant
vtemp_q3=(Unm<0 & Vnm<0);
%4th quadrant
vtemp_q4=(Unm>0 & Vnm<0);
v_direc=(vtemp_q1+2*vtemp_q2+3*vtemp_q3+4*vtemp_q4).*mask;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%2nd pass, locate possible vortex centers
v_centers=zeros(s1,s2);
for i=i_check1:i_check2
for j=j_check1:j_check2
if mask(i,j)==1
%compare local velocity magnitudes
vtemp=vmag(i-neighbor:i+neighbor,j-neighbor:j+neighbor);
vmag_point=vmag(i,j);
vtemp(1+neighbor,1+neighbor)=1e-10;
v_greater=vtemp>vmag_point;
n_greater=nnz(v_greater);
gval=2*neighbor^2-3*neighbor+6;
if n_greater>=gval && mean(mean(vtemp))>.01
vdirectemp=v_direc(i-neighbor:i+neighbor,j-neighbor:j+neighbor);
vdirectemp(1+neighbor,1+neighbor)=0;
[iq1,~]=find(vdirectemp==1);
[iq2,~]=find(vdirectemp==2);
[iq3,~]=find(vdirectemp==3);
[iq4,~]=find(vdirectemp==4);
if sum(~isempty(iq1) + ~isempty(iq2) + ~isempty(iq3) + ~isempty(iq4))>3
v_centers(i,j)=1;
%keyboard
end
end
end
end
end
%check cal_mat to remove erroneous hits
[i,j]=find(v_centers);
for count=1:length(i)
if cal_mat(i(count),j(count))<C_mag
v_centers(i(count),j(count))=0;
end
end
%compute vortex contours
figure(100)
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[CS,~]=contourf(v_centers(:,:),[1,1],'Visible','off');
close(100)
check=isempty(CS);
if check==0
[~,x1]=find(CS(1,:)==1);
num_points=CS(2,x1); %number of points in each vortex
for j=1:1:max(size(num_points))
%Check for exeeding matrix dimensions when extra points crop up
if ((x1(j)+1)+num_points(j))>max(size(CS))
newpoints=max(size(CS));
xtemp = CS(1,(x1(j)+1):1:newpoints); % x points of vortex perimeter
ytemp = CS(2,(x1(j)+1):1:newpoints);
else
xtemp = CS(1,(x1(j)+1):((x1(j)+1)+num_points(j))-1); % x points of vortex
perimeter
ytemp = CS(2,(x1(j)+1):((x1(j)+1)+num_points(j))-1);
end
rr=mean(ytemp);
cc=mean(xtemp);
vortex_centers(j,1)=cc; vortex_centers(j,2)=rr; %interpolated vortex centers
end
%check for repeated centers
num_vort=size(vortex_centers,1);
comp_mat=zeros(num_vort,num_vort);
thresh=7.1; %minimum distance in grid points for difference vortices
for j=1:1:num_vort
for k=1:1:num_vort
if k ~= j
dist=distance(vortex_centers(j,1),vortex_centers(j,2),vortex_centers(k,1),vortex_centers(
k,2));
if dist<=thresh
comp_mat(j,k)=1;
end
end
end
end
%remove repeated centers, keep center with largest circulation
while max(max(comp_mat))>0
for j=1:num_vort
k=find(comp_mat(j,:));
if ~isempty(k)
%keyboard
temp_vec=[cal_mat(round(vortex_centers(j,2)),round(vortex_centers(j,1))),cal_mat(sub2ind(
size(cal_mat),round(vortex_centers(k,2)),round(vortex_centers(k,1))))'];
%temp_vec=abs([circulation(j),circulation(k)]);
[~,ind]=max(temp_vec);
if ind==1
%circulation(k)=[];
vortex_centers(k,:)=[];
comp_mat(j,k)=0;
comp_mat(k,j)=0;
break
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else
m= comp_mat(j,:) & ~ind;
%circulation(j)=[];
vortex_centers(j,:)=[];
%circulation(m)=[];
vortex_centers(m,:)=[];
comp_mat(j,k)=0;
break
end
end
end
num_vort=size(vortex_centers,1);
comp_mat=zeros(num_vort,num_vort);
for j=1:1:num_vort
for k=1:1:num_vort
if k ~= j
dist=distance(vortex_centers(j,1),vortex_centers(j,2),vortex_centers(k,1),vortex_centers(
k,2));
if dist<=thresh
comp_mat(j,k)=1;
end
end
end
end
end
%calculate circulation
figure(200)
[CS,~]=contourf((cal_mat(:,:)),[C_mag C_mag],'Visible','off');
close(200)
[~,x1]=find(CS(1,:)==C_mag);
num_points=CS(2,x1);
clear('xtemp','ytemp')
count=1;
ind=max(num_points);
xtemp=zeros(max(size(num_points)),ind);
ytemp=xtemp;
%boundaries of cal_mat isocontours
for j=1:1:max(size(num_points))
%Check for exeeding matrix dimensions when extra points crop up
if ((x1(j)+1)+num_points(j))>max(size(CS))
newpoints=max(size(CS));
l=size(CS(1,(x1(j)+1):1:newpoints));
xtemp(count,1:l(2)) = CS(1,(x1(j)+1):1:newpoints); % x points of vortex
perimeter
ytemp(count,1:l(2)) = CS(2,(x1(j)+1):1:newpoints);
else
l=size(CS(1,(x1(j)+1):((x1(j)+1)+num_points(j))-1));
xtemp(count,1:l(2)) = CS(1,(x1(j)+1):((x1(j)+1)+num_points(j))-1); % x points
of vortex perimeter
ytemp(count,1:l(2)) = CS(2,(x1(j)+1):((x1(j)+1)+num_points(j))-1);
end
count=count+1;
end
%calculate circulation from contours
num_vort=size(vortex_centers,1);
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num_cont=max(size(num_points));
for count=1:num_vort
for k=1:num_cont
i=find(xtemp(k,:));
circ_check=0;
if
inpolygon(vortex_centers(count,1),vortex_centers(count,2),xtemp(k,i),ytemp(k,i))
[circ]=vortex_circulation(U,V,xtemp(k,i),ytemp(k,i),pix,vector_spacing);
circulation(count)=circ;
a_check=(polyarea(xtemp(k,i).*pix*vector_spacing,ytemp(k,i).*pix*vector_spacing))*100^2;
circ_check=1;
break
end
end
while circ_check<1
for k=1:num_cont
i=find(xtemp(k,:));
xtemp(k,i)=(xtemp(k,i)-mean(xtemp(k,i)))*1.01+mean(xtemp(k,i));
ytemp(k,i)=(ytemp(k,i)-mean(ytemp(k,i)))*1.01+mean(ytemp(k,i));
circ_check=0;
if
inpolygon(vortex_centers(count,1),vortex_centers(count,2),xtemp(k,i),ytemp(k,i))
[circ]=vortex_circulation(U,V,xtemp(k,i),ytemp(k,i),pix,vector_spacing);
circulation(count)=circ;
a_check=(polyarea(xtemp(k,i).*pix*vector_spacing,ytemp(k,i).*pix*vector_spacing))*100^2;
circ_check=1;
break
end
end
end
disk(count)=a_check;
end
end
function [pos1,pos2]=circle(center,radius)
%Enter Center as Vector
x0=center(1);
y0=center(2);
t0=2*pi/100;
pos1=[1,101];
pos2=[1,101];
for i=1:101
pos1(i)=radius*cos(t0*(i-1))+x0;
pos2(i)=radius*sin(t0*(i-1))+y0;
end
function [dist]=distance(x1,y1,x2,y2)
dist=sqrt((x2-x1)^2+(y2-y1)^2);
function [circ]=vortex_circulation(U,V,x,y,pix,vector_spacing)
% Compute circulation in vortex
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% Analyzes output from vortex_identification.m
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
This code:
1. Compute the circulation of a vortex using the line integral method
around a closed contour
Required inputs:
1. Velocity field in physcial units (U,V)
2. Vortex perimeter points (x,y; output from vortex_identification.m)
3. pix=pixel magnification in meters/pixel
4. vector_spacing=spacing of PIV vectors (usually 4 or 8)
Chris Weiland
10.02.2007
v1.0

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[~,q2]=size(x);
[s1,s2]=size(U);
% interpolate velocity fields
[xmat,ymat]=meshgrid(1:s2,1:s1);
Vx_int=interp2(xmat,ymat,U(:,:,1),x(1:q2-1),y(1:q2-1),'cubic');
Vy_int=interp2(xmat,ymat,V(:,:,1),x(1:q2-1),y(1:q2-1),'cubic');
% velocity vector information
Vmag=(Vx_int.^2+Vy_int.^2).^(1/2); % velocity vector magnitude
Vang=atan2(Vy_int,Vx_int); % direction of velocity vector
od=find(Vang<0); % ensure we work in absolute coordinate system.. atan2 treats 330 deg as
-30 deg
Vang(od)=Vang(od)+2*pi;
% get distance between successive points and angle for line
% integral calculation
dx=diff(x).*-1; % incremental x-position
dy=diff(y).*-1; % incremental y-position
ds=(pix*vector_spacing*(dx.^2+dy.^2).^0.5); % incremental distance converted to meters
ds_ang=atan2(dy,dx); % angle between sucessive points
od=find(ds_ang<0); % ensure we work in absolute coordinate system.. atan2 treats 330 deg
as -30 deg
ds_ang(od)=ds_ang(od)+2*pi;
% angle between ds and V vector
ang_diff=abs(ds_ang-Vang);
od=find(ang_diff<0);
ang_diff(od)=ang_diff(od)+2*pi;
% take sum(V*ds*cos(theta))...this is the line integral over the closed contour
circ=sum(Vmag.*ds.*cos(ang_diff));
circ=circ*10000;
%% convert to cm^2/s
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Appendix D- Analysis of Uncertainty
The purpose of this section is to provide additional methodology and details to the
summary of the uncertainty analysis provided in Appendix C of Chapter 2. Propagation
of error (Equation A.15) was used to calculate the uncertainty for the load cell
measurements and the force estimates from the TRDPIV measurements. The formulas
used to calculate the lift and drag coefficients are as follows:

CL

CD

 2h4 ( F1  F2 )
h3 U U 2 l d

(A.16)

 2h1 ( F3  F4 )
( h1  h2 )U U 2 l d

(A.17)

where Fi are the load cell outputs in Newtons, and hi are system parameters, identified in
Figure 19.

Figure 19. Load cell numbering scheme used for direct force measurements.

The uncertainty range for the lift and drag coefficient equations were calculated
using the error contribution from each term in Equations A.16 and A.17. This procedure
will only be presented for the lift coefficient, as the same procedure and similar results
were produced for the drag coefficient. The force coefficient uncertainties are dependent
on the bias error, as the random error was determined to be negligible due to the large
number of recorded samples. Seven terms contributed to the uncertainty in the lift
coefficient, calculated using the inner product of Equation A.15:
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Term1:

2h4
UF
h3 UU 2 l d

Term 2:

2h4
UF
h3 UU 2 l d

Term 3:

2( F1  F2 )
Uh
h3 UU 2 l d

Term 4:

2h4 ( F1  F2 )
Uh
2
h3 UU 2 l d

Term 5:

2h4 ( F1  F2 )
Ul
h3 UU 2 l 2 d

Term 6:

2h4 ( F1  F2 )
Ud
h3 UU 2 l d 2

Term 7:

4h4 ( F1  F2 )
UV
h3 UU 3l d

The total uncertainty for the lift coefficient was calculated using the root of the
sum of squares of the error terms listed above, per Equation A.15. Negative terms in the
products of the error terms were neglected, as the polarity of these terms will be lost upon
squaring. Values for some of these terms are listed below in Table 2; a + sign signifies
that the specified term depends on the specific measurements. The uncertainty ranges for
all of the measurements are shown in
Table 2. Values used for load cell uncertainty analysis.
Term

Value

Uncertainty (U)

h1

0.0681 m

Uh = 5.08 e-5 m (0.002”)

h2

0.3324 m

Uh

h3

0.125 m

Uh

h4

0.0363 m

Uh

l

0.503 m

Ul = 7.94 e-4 m

d

0.0254 m

ρ

999 kg/m

3

U

+

Uv = 0.02 m/s

F

+

UF = 0.0335 N

Ud = 2e-6 m
-
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Figure 20. Uncertainty ranges of the lift and drag coefficients from the load cell measurements.

The same method was used to determine the uncertainty in the TRDPIV force
estimates. The lift and drag coefficients can be calculated using the following equations:

CL

CD

X
X2
Y2
§ 2 ·§¨ 2
2
2
¨¨
¸
P
P
dx
U
V
V
dx
U
UV dy




1
2
Y ,2
2 ¸¨ ³ Y ,1
³
³
U
U
d
0
©
¹© X1
X1
Y1

Y2

x X2

Y
Y2
X2
§ 2 ·§¨ 2
2
2
¨¨
¸
P  PX ,2 dx  U ³ U 1  U 2 dx  U ³UV dx
2 ¸ ³ X ,1
© UU 0 d ¹¨© Y1
Y1
X1

 U ³UV dy

x X1

Y1

·
¸
¸
¹

X2

y Y2

 U ³ UV dx
X1

y Y1

(A.18)

·
¸ (A.19)
¸
¹

where P is the pressure and U and V are the x and y velocity components, respectively.
Due to the measurement technique, the random error was not neglected for these
calculations as only 2,045 samples were recorded. The random uncertainty for the
velocity and pressure fields was calculated using the standard deviation of these
quantities at the control volume surfaces with Equation A.13. Five different terms
contributed to the error in the lift coefficient, shown below. Again, the total uncertainty
was calculated using the root-sum-squares of these terms.
Term 1:

2 Y2  Y1
UP
UU 02 d
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Y2
§ X2
¨
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X
Y1
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¨
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X2
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x X2

 ³V dy
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¸
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V

Term 4:
X
X2
Y2
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2
2
¨¨
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X1
Y1
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x

·
¸
X 1 UV
¸
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Term 5:
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Y2

x X2
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